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1 Introduction to Research-Based Practices in Secondary Special Education
6
General OUTLINE of this chapter
 ~Legal Mandates of Research-Based Practices
 ~Limitations of Traditional Methods for Determining What Works
	 ~Benefits	of	Using	What	Works
 ~How to Use This E-Book and Associated Materials
Serving students with disabilities in secondary education classrooms can be rewarding and challenging.  The students can exhibit a wide range of disabilities, from mild speech impairment to students with severe and profound intellectual 
disabilities.  In the 2014 – 2015 school year, more than 3 million students between the 
ages of 12 and 21 were served for a disability in public schools (United States Department 
of Education [DOE], 2016).  Within the state of Kansas, nearly 27,000 students between 
the ages of 12 and 21 received special education and related services.   The primary 
student	disability	served	in	the	state	of	Kansas	is	specific	learning	disability	(SLD)	
with approximately 42% of all students with disabilities between the ages of six and 21 
being served in this category.   The next highest category of disability served is speech 
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language impairment (SLI; 14% of students) followed by other health impairments (OHI; 
13% of students), developmental delay (DD; 9% of students), autism spectrum disorders 
and intellectual disabilities (both at 6% of students) and emotional disturbance and multiple 
disabilities (both at 5% of students).  The remainder of disability categories make up a small 
proportion of students served for disabilities under the Individuals with Disabilities Education 
Act of 2004 (IDEA) in Kansas.
 As discussed by Hallahan, Kaufman, and Pullen, (2015) the study and instruction of 
students with disabilities is more similar than not to instructing students without disabilities.   
They note that, in general, students with disabilities are closer to average than they are non-
average	in	many	aspects	of	daily	life.		Indeed,	the	IDEA	(2004)	specifically	states	that	a	child	
with a disability who receives special education and related services, must be a child whose 
education is impacted by that disability.   In other words, these children are those students 
who have a disability that impacts their learning.   Therefore, the students may appear average 
in	most	respects	to	their	same	aged	peers,	but	require	additional	supports	to	benefit	from	
education.   It should be noted however, that an education does not necessarily entail their 
academic performance but may include things like social and emotional learning.   Indeed, 
only	specific	learning	disabilities	and	intellectual	disabilities	require	that	the	student	have	
academic	deficits.
  As stated previously, the education of students with disabilities should not be wholly 
dissimilar to the utilization of evidence-based practices to teach students without disabilities.  
In	recent	decades,	the	field	of	education	has	followed	the	fields	of	medicine	and	psychology	in	
the	identification	and	validation	of	evidence-based	practices	to	promote	the	utilization	of	best	
practices by teachers (Cook, Tankersley, & Landrum, 2013). In some cases, these practices are 
mandated within the schools to ensure students receive the best instruction, particularly those 
students who have in the past received a subpar education.
Legal Mandates of Research-Based Practices
 Utilization of evidence-based practices is more than just lip service by researchers 
seeking to make a quick buck.   Indeed, evidence-based practices have been called for, 
investigated,	and	disseminated	in	the	field	of	education	through	initiatives	initially	brought	
forth to combat the underachievement of readers across the country.   Much of this was 
spurred by a report undertaken by the National Reading Panel, a group of experts in literacy 
from across the country, in 2000 (National Institute of Child Health & Human Development 
[NICH], 2000).   The assessment by the panel was that too often many struggling readers 
were simply not taught to read utilizing validated approaches.   In turn, the United States 
Congress passed the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 (NCLB) which, among other 
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important issues, mandated the use of research-based practices by teachers to improve 
the literacy of struggling readers.  To identify, validate, and disseminate these practices, 
the United States Department of Education created the Institute for Education Sciences 
(IES) under the Education Sciences Reform Act of 2002, which is primarily tasked with 
disseminating grant monies to researchers, and disseminating information about practices 
to practitioners through its website the What-Works-Clearinghouse (WWC).   Currently, the 
WWC houses information about a wide variety of intervention practices across disciplines 
including:  reading, writing, mathematics, science, behavioral interventions, and social 
skills training (WWC, n.d.).  When the NCLB was reauthorized, it was renamed the Every 
Student Succeeds Act of 2015 (ESSA), in many respects to distance itself from the negative 
connotations of the previous act.  The ESSA uses the term evidence-based practices thusly: 
Except as provided in subparagraph (B), the term ‘evidence-based’, when used 
with respect to a State, local educational agency, or school activity, means an 
activity, strategy, or intervention that—
(i)	demonstrates	a	statistically	significant	effect	on	improving	student	outcomes	
or other relevant outcomes based on—
(I) strong evidence from at least 1 well designed and well-implemented 
experimental study;
(II) moderate evidence from at least 1 well designed and well-implmented 
quasi-experimental study; 
     or 
(III) promising evidence from at least 1 well designed and well-
implemented correlational study with statistical controls for selection bias; 
     or
(ii) 
(I)	demonstrates	a	rationale	based	on	high	quality	research	findings	or	
positive evaluation that such activity, strategy, or intervention is likely to 
improve student outcomes or other relevant outcomes; and
(II) includes ongoing efforts to examine the effects of such activity, strategy, 
or intervention.
It should be noted that compliance with the evidence-based practice standards mandate 
applies only to those state education agencies (SEA) that have agreed to receive federal 
funding under the act.  States are not, and have never been, required to comply with either 
the	NCLB	or	the	new	ESSA	standards.			The	requirements	(e.g.,	highly	qualified	teachers,	
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reading achievement standards, state assessments) imposed on states are only imposed if the 
states agree in exchange for receiving federal funds.
A	second	federal	law	which	requires	utilization	of	evidence-based	practices	specifically	for	
students with disabilities is the IDEA.   Under the IDEA, all special education and related 
services provided to a student with a disability, must be based on peer-reviewed research to 
the extent practical (20 U.S.C. § 1414(d)(1)(A)(i)(IV)).  Guidance from the Department of 
Education	further	clarified	that:
States, school districts, and school personnel must, therefore, select and use 
methods that research has shown to be effective, to the extent that methods based 
on PRR are available. This does not mean that the service with the greatest body of 
research is the service necessarily required for a child to receive FAPE. Likewise, 
there is nothing in the act to suggest that the failure of a public agency to provide 
services	based	on	PRR	would	automatically	result	in	a	denial	of	FAPE.	The	final	
decision about the special education and related services, and supplementary aids 
and services that are to be provided to a child must be made by the child’s IEP 
Team based on the child’s individual needs. (USDOE, 2006, pp. 46663–46664)
 The term peer-reviewed research is a little bit more ambiguous, and is perhaps intended 
to be that way owing to few practices enjoying a wide research base in special-education.   In 
addition, the phrase, “to the extent practicable” means that the service is within the scope and 
means of the school district.  Though, if it is determined that the practice is not feasible (e.g., 
would unreasonably deplete funds), it allowed the school district an “out”.  Yell, Katsiyannis, 
Losinski, and Marshall (2015) point out that another stipulation in the law is that schools are 
not bound to use the practice with the largest research-base, only that the practices that they 
use are based in research.  Table 1 provides a listing of resources to check on the evidence of 
specific	practices.	
 Limitations of Traditional Methods  
for Determining What Works
 There are several limitations to utilizing methods in practice based on traditional 
practices.	Most	often	teachers	new	to	the	field	receive	instruction	in	methods	and	
characteristics within the college setting and receive instruction on practice by engaging 
in some sort of practicum where students learn under the tutelage of an experienced 
teacher.   Because teachers are learning what to do in the classroom from teachers who 
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www.pbis.org
The Technical Assistance Center on Positive Behavioral Interventions and 
Supports is devoted to giving schools information and technical assistance for 




The mission of the National Center on Intensive Intervention is to build district 
and school capacity to support implementation of data-based individualization 
in reading, mathematics, and behavior for students with severe and persistent 
learning and/or behavioral needs.
www.rti4success.org
The mission of the NCRTI is to provide technical assistance to states and 
districts and build the capacity of states to assist districts in implementing proven 
models	for	response	to	intervention.	The	website	is	sponsored	by	the	Office	of	
Special Education Programs in the U.S. Department of Education.
http://ies.ed.gov/ncee/wwc
The What Works Clearinghouse is an initiative of the U.S. Department of 
Education’s	Institute	of	Education	Sciences.	It	is	a	central	source	of	scientific	
evidence for what works in education. The website is sponsored by the U.S. 
Department of Education.
Adapted from 
Yell, Katsiyannis, Losinski, & Marshall (2015)
Table 1.  Listing of resources on evidence of research-based practices.
Websites With Research-Based Practices
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are “experienced,” we could potentially see practices in the classroom being utilized for 
decades without change. For example, if that experienced teacher were to only engage in 
professional	development	that	fit	a	narrative	that	coincided	with	her	beliefs,	changes	in	that	
teacher’s practices would likely be little over the course of their career.   Thus, a beginning 
teacher	learning	from	an	experienced	teacher	who	fit	the	above	description	would	likely	learn	
practices that may not coincide with what are determined best practices today.   Schools, 
in	general,	change	course	as	easily	as	an	aircraft	carrier	in	the	Pacific	Ocean.			It	is	likely	
that much of the resistance to change comes from the traditions of experienced teachers 
or administrators who mentor new students.   Therefore, practices that have been around 
for decades may still be utilized in classrooms even though research may document their 
ineffectiveness.
 An example of this phenomenon can be witnessed with the frequent use of modality 
instruction.  Modality instruction (learning styles) refers to instructional strategies that make 
use of a student’s predisposition to learning through different means (e.g., visual, auditory, 
kinesthetic; Kavale & Forness, 1987).   This theory holds that if we can assess the student’s 
ideal learning style, then teaching to that modality will increase the students achievement.  
However, Kavale and Forness conducted a research synthesis three decades ago and found that 
modality instruction did not result in increased learning of students.   Regardless, modality 
instruction continues to be used by practitioners and even taught in some teacher preparation 
programs as a best practice particularly when trying to address the needs of students with 
disabilities (Landrum & Landrum, 2016).
 Another example of practitioners continuing to use practices that have little evidence is 
the use of sensory integration therapy with children with autism spectrum disorders.  Sensory 
integration therapy (SIT) is based on the work of Jean Ayers (1972).  SIT posits that providing 
specific	sensory	input	can	lessen	the	person’s	response	to	those	inputs	and	the	behaviors	that	
are thought to be linked to those senses.   Common forms of SIT are weighted garments, 
therapeutic	brushing,	compression	(including	wrapping	the	subject),	fidgets	(hand	fidgeting	
bags), and hug machines.  Research suggests that sensory integration therapy continues to 
be one of the most widely used therapies for students with autism spectrum disorders and 
other sensory issues (Lang et al., 2012; Losinski, & Ennis, 2016).   This, despite volumes of 
research	attesting	to	SITs	lack	of	efficacy	in	reducing	any	of	the	symptoms	it	has	been	claimed	
to help with (Losinski & Ennis, 2016).   Indeed, there have been studies where the behaviors 
of interest increased rather than decreased. One of the most cited and popular heroes of this 
methodology, 
Temple Grandin, was involved in a study in the 90s investigating the use of her hug machine 
(see link hug machine) on the symptomology of students with autism.  This study was one 
of	the	only	known	studies	utilizing	this	machine,	it	did	find	positive	results,	however	the	
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methodology in the study was so poor and there were so few participants that we can’t draw 
any conclusions from it (see Edelson, Edelson, Kerr, & Grandin, 1999).   Despite lack of 
research, this machine is sold to parents and schools at a price tag of nearly $10,000.
	 	While	these	cases	may	be	extreme,	they	nonetheless	show	the	difficult	proposition	of	
getting practitioners to utilize research-based methods.   The methods described above are 
commonplace in schools and are utilized unquestioningly by practitioners of all experience 
levels.   In many cases practitioners believe that these methods are working for the student, 
however very often progress monitoring data is not taken in a reliable and valid fashion.  
In the end, practices like these do little to help students improve in their education, and 
potentially waste instructional time that could be better used to improve outcomes for 
students with the most severe disabilities.
Benefits of Using What Works
  In contrast, there are a plethora of interventions that have been shown to improve 
student work through rigorous research.   As mentioned previously, the What Works 
Clearinghouse is a repository for interventions that have undergone extensive research and 
a process of review to determine their effectiveness. Utilizing the two previous examples 
as a starting point, we will examine how research based interventions have been shown to 
increase student educational outcomes.  
 First, we examine the educational methodology of learning styles.  Landrum and 
Landrum (2016) discuss an alternative instructional methodology that has a robust research 
base to pull from and guide practice.   The alternative they discuss is instructional choice.  
Instructional choice is when, “… the student is provided with two or more options, can 
independently select an option, and is provided with the selected option.” (Jolivette, Stichter, 
and McCormick, 2002, p. 28).  Lane and colleagues (2015) described the types of choices 
as across-task (e.g., choosing the order of tasks to be completed, or which to complete from 
a list of options), and within-task choices (e.g., asking the students to choose materials for 
task completion, providing choice of environmental variables like where to complete the 
assignment).  Further, they discuss the large number of studies that have shown choice to be 
an effective and easy intervention to improve student engagement and achievement. 
 With respect to stereotypical behaviors, Losinski and Ennis (2016) suggest that 
function-based interventions are a more research-based approach than sensory integration 
approaches.		Specifically,	changes	to	antecedent	variables	have	been	shown	to	reduce	the	
occurrence of stereo-typical behaviors.  For example, adjusting the setting of instruction 
that may increase anxiety in the student may help to reduce those behaviors. Further, 
research has shown that many stereotypical behaviors may help the student to cope with 
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different stimuli or may soothe the student.   In either case, examining the antecedents 
and consequences that maintain that behavior may allow the practitioner to determine 
interventions based on those variables and select replacement behaviors.  For example, 
Losinski, Hirsch, Cook, and Sanders (in press) found that antecedent exercise can reduce these 
stereotypical behaviors in students with low functioning autism, particularly as compared to 
SIT.




practitioners utilize data to inform their decisions and seek out those inventions that have been 
shown to help. 
How to Use This E-Book and Associated Materials
	 This	e-book	has	been	written	specifically	for	teachers	working	with	students	with	
disabilities in the 6th through 12th grades.  This text has been designed to be used with online 
modules that will help students explore the various ideas within it.  In general, each chapter 
will	outline	a	specific	problem,	then	introduce	evidence	based	solutions	for	those	problems.			
Online content will include modules, assignments, and quizzes to further students’ knowledge. 
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2 Curriculum-Based Measures to Inform Learning
16
General OUTLINE of this chapter
 ~Background on Curriculum-Based Measures
 ~Using Curriculum-Based Measures
 ~Creating Curriculum-Based Measures in the Content Area
 ~Making Data-Based Decisions
Since the passage of the No Child left behind act of 2001, focus on student achievement has become a major issue within education.   Parents and legislators have discussed both the need for improvement of student performance and the 
inordinate amount of time spent testing students (Layton, 2015).  In response to growing 
concerns over the amount of time spent testing, the Council of the Great City Schools 
(CGCS; 2015) conducted a study of 66 large school districts and found students spent 20 to 
25 hours of instructional time per year on standardized testing in grades three through 11.  
This study further described that the average student will take approximately 8 standardized 
tests per year in reading and math and three formative exams in at least two subjects.  In 
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response to this report, the United States Department of Education (USDOE, 2015) released 
an action plan that, among other things, suggested that students should spend no more than 2% 
of instructional time taking assessments and that the clear majority of assessments should be 
tied to improvement in student learning.   These sentiments were reiterated in the passage of 
the Every Student Succeeds Act of 2015 (ESSA) and a brief published by the USDOE in 2016 
which called for reducing test time and implementing fair and more innovative tests.
 Special Education has, in many respects, become synonymous with the assessment of 
students. Indeed, one of the mainstays of current special-education practice is utilizing data to 
inform the goals in a students’ individual education programs (IEPs), to inform instructional 
practices, and modify them as necessary.  In addition, the current focus on preventative 





 It could be said, then that RTI initiatives and special education could be blamed 
for at least some of the increased amount of testing conducted in schools.  For example, 
these models ask that universal screening measures (USM; also referred to as benchmark 
assessments) be delivered to students three times per year to determine those students who 
are at-risk for learning, social, and/or behavioral disabilities (Fuchs & Fuchs, 2005; Fuchs 
& Fuchs, 2006; Lane, Ennis, Kalberg, & Carter, 2007).  These universal screening measures 
(e.g., Dynamic Indicatorsof Basic Early Literacy Skills [DIBELS] and Measures of Academic 
Progress [MAPS]) are meant to be brief measures to determine skill level.  However, because 
some of these measures (e.g., DIBELS) require individual student testing by the teacher or 
para professional, they can become laborious and time consuming in an already full teaching 
day.  
I 
know, I know, the 
idea of “adding” additional and 
more frequent assessment of student 
progress once the student has been 
deemed at-risk can seem a daunting 
and aversive task for teachers.  




The RTI framework has since been expanded to include three-tiered models of prevention 
that include behavioral and social emotional systems. With this expansion, acronyms have 
exploded to describe similar constructs:  RTI, multi-tiered systems of support (MTSS), 
positive behavioral intervention and supports (PBIS), and comprehensive, integrated, 
three-tiered models of prevention (Ci3T). In most cases, these acronyms are synonymous 
and simply reference utilization of a three-tiered model (see below) of prevention where 
Tier 1 (approximately 80% of students) is universal instruction; Tier 2 (15% of students) 
are students determined to be at-risk and receive small group instruction, and Tier 3 (5% of 
students) are those needing specialized instruction, or special-education.   Thus, for the sake 
of clarity and ease of understanding, this text will use the term RTI to describe the three-














Background on Curriculum-Based Measures
 Students At-Risk.  When students are shown to be at- risk on a USM, interventions 
are suggested and applied and the students’ progress is monitored more frequently (Fuchs 
& Fuchs, 2005; Fuchs & Fuchs, 2006; Lane, Ennis, Kalberg, & Carter, 2007).  These more 
frequent progress monitoring measures are termed curriculum-based measures (CBM; Deno, 
1985; Fuchs, 2004; Fuchs, Fuchs, & Hamlett, 2015) because they are intended to sample the 
curriculum for the year and show students’ progress on that curriculum. The utilization of 
universal screening measures and curriculum-based measures are more in line with what the 
US Department of Education (2015, 2016), the CGCS (2015) and the ESSA (2015) described 
as	necessary.		Specifically,	USMs,	and	especially	CBMs,	require	little	time	to	implement,	
especially when compared to state and district assessments, are innovative, fair, and, most 
importantly, are designed to be used to inform instruction and monitor the implementation of 
interventions (Fuchs & Fuchs, 2005; Fuchs & Fuchs, 2006).  
 As previously discussed, CBM differs from more traditional, criterion-referenced 
testing	of	students	where	teachers	measure	the	students’	command	of	specified	objectives	or	
skills (Fuchs et al., 2015).  Fuchs and colleagues expand upon the disadvantages of this type of 
testing by noting the laborious nature of creating additional forms of tests each time a student 
passes an objective. Next, the reliability and validity of teacher made tests is not known and 
thus may not show an accurate measure of the students’ performance.   Finally, utilizing 
mastery of a criterion as a benchmark may result in a situation where a student masters the 
skill in anticipation of the test, but does not achieve automaticity with the skill.
 CBM contrasts from criterion-referenced testing in that it samples the entire curriculum, 
or expected learning, for the entire year (Fuchs, 2004).   By doing this, teachers are given 
valuable information on the rate of growth of the child as compared to others in the group, 
classroom, school, and in some cases, national norms.   There are two primary types of CBM 
assessments.		The	first	involves	conceptualizing	a	task	that	is	associated	with	skills	necessary	
to	complete	a	specific	area	(Fuchs,	2004).		An	example	of	this	type	of	measure	is	oral reading 
fluency, which has been shown to be associated with translating letters into sound, making 
connections between words and sentences, and reading comprehension (Fuchs, Fuchs, Hosp, 
& Jenkins, 2001).   The second type of CBM utilizes a sampling of the curriculum or the 
skills necessary to complete the curriculum.   An example of this are math CBM assessments 
where each test has a different sampling of problem types from the year’s curriculum (e.g., 
subtraction, addition, multiplication, fractions).  This differs from the earlier criterion-
referenced tests in that the CBM assesses all skills in each assessment, rather than just the one 
learned in the past unit.
20
    
You may be saying to 
yourself, 
“Hold-on, they’re all going to fail at the 
beginning!”  
I would then reply, “sort of.”  
Yes, we would expect that they will not do as well on the 
assessment during the first of the school year as they would at 
the end.  That’s the whole point!  We should see growth throughout 
the year, so they should start at the bottom of the scale and by 
the end, be near the top of the graph (see below) with a nice pretty 
line showing improvement that you can show to the parents of the 
child, your principal, your significant other, your dog, whomever 
to show that you’re an awesome teacher!  The second, and 
most important thing is this:  There is no failing in 
CBM.  These are not for grades; they are formative 
assessments that show us if what we are doing 
is resulting in student performance.
Using Curriculum-Based Measures
 CBM is a powerful problem-solving tool that allows educators to make informed 
decisions regarding the instruction of students who are at-risk.  As noted earlier, CBM are 
not used for grades and are not quizzes, rather they are means for collecting data on students 
and monitoring their progress.   Though a majority of the research on CBM involves the 
early grades, CBM can be used throughout the 
schooling process. The remainder of this chapter 
will focus on the utilization of CBM in grades six 
through twelve.   
 Selecting an Appropriate CBM.  The	first	
consideration when utilizing CBM is deciding which 
measure to use. There are a great many measures to 
choose from, and developers who have tested the 
reliability, test-retest reliability, and validity of these 
measures (See Figure 2).  Many of these measures 








some can be developed by the teacher. However, it is important that when deciding on a 
measure, the teacher take the following into consideration. 
	 First,	teachers	should	determine	the	specific	set	of	skills	for	the	student	to	master	in	
the subject over the school year and decide on an appropriate CBM covering those skills. 
A set of measures (probes) should cover the existing curriculum across the school year 
(Deno, 1985). Next, it is important for each probe to measure the same concepts with the 
same	difficulty.	For	example,	in	a	set	of	math	probes	covering	the	school	year,	each	probe	
may consist of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division.   It is also important that 
enough probes are developed so that students do not remember the questions being given. 
For example, easyCBM (2014) generally has 10 to 12 measures for each grade level and 
construct	of	examination	(e.g.,	passage	reading	fluency).			Many	of	the	measures	listed	in	
Figure 2 will also give an idea of the type of measure appropriate for certain grade or ability 
levels. However, it is up to the teachers to make individual decisions based on the students’ 
ability and curriculum.  Fuchs, Fuchs, and Hamlett (2015) outlined another use of CBM that 
seems obvious but is not utilized enough by teachers.   That being: utilizing CBM for the 
construction of goals in the students’ IEP.   A key feature of progress monitoring is not only to 
chart a students’ progress, but also to track that students’ achievement against a predetermined 
goal.   For example, it would be impractical, and a waste of information and time, to monitor 




 A number of methods can be used to determine an appropriate goal.   Perhaps the 
most	common	would	be	to	use	benchmarks	developed	by	the	specific	maker	of	the	CBM	
assessment.	For	example,	let’s	look	at	Timmy’s	graph.			On	a	measure	of	oral	reading	fluency	
(ORF) in the Fall, Timmy read 123 words correct in one minute.  After determining he was 
at-risk by scoring below the 25th percentile, CBM probes in ORF were delivered every week.   
Once the third week is assessed, we determine Timmy’s baseline score by utilizing the median 
score for the last three probes. The score was 122. We then consult the benchmarks for the 
students	in	grade	7	and	find	that	by	spring,	a	score	above	the	25th	percentile	in	ORF	would	be	
> 136 words read correctly in one minute.  Thus, we can set a goal of more than 136 words 
read correctly in one minute by the spring.   We then draw a line from the third week starting 
at the median score (122) and rising to the end of the year and ending at 136.   This represents 
Timmy’s goal line, and we can monitor his progress against this goal visually by charting his 
future goal.
  Another method for determining rate of progress is to consult the literature and 
determine normal rates of progress based on national norms.  According to Fuchs and 
Born:  Jan. 13, 2003
Birthplace:  Tempe, AZ
Grade:  7th
Disability:  Learning Disability, ADHD
Hobbies:  Skating, Drawing, Playing 
Guitar
Favorite Book:  The Hobbit
TIMMY R.
Background Info.
Timmy was born in Tempe, 
Arizona to a single mother who 
suffered from substance abuse 
issues.  At the age of four, Timmy 
went to live with his Grandmother 
in Salina, Kansas.  At the age 
of	five,	teachers	noticed	Timmy	
was falling behind in reading.He 
was	identified	for	a	student	with	
learning disabilities at the age of 
six.
Classroom Info.
Timmy is frequently off 
task and prefers drawing to 
schoolwork.  He is a gifted artist 
and guitar player. He currently 
reads at the sixth grade level 
based on the Woodcock Johnson 
Test of reading.
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colleagues (1993), students above the 5th grade should make approximately ½ words of 
improvement per week.   Thus, if we take Timmy’s median score of 122 and assume 30 weeks 
of school are left, we would add 15 (30 weeks x .5 words per week) to Timmy’s score ending 
at a goal of 137. 
 Using CBM to Inform IEP Goals.  One of the cornerstones of providing a student with 
a free appropriate public education is the individual education program (Yell, Katsitannis, 
Ennis, Losinski, & Christle, 2016).  The IEP is the document that describes the needs of the 
child as well as the services the child will receive to meet those needs. However, as Fuchs 
and colleagues describe, the IEP should not be inundated with an inordinate amount of goals, 
particularly within one content area. This was reiterated by Bateman and Linden (1998) who 
suggest that if several skills are missing within one area, a better solution is to write a broad, 
overarching goal with objectives meeting each of those skills.   CBM meets both of these 
objectives by allowing a number of skills in one content area to be measured within one quick, 
reliable,	and	easy	to	use	assessment.			For	example,	oral	reading	fluency	has	been	shown	to	
be	areliable	indicator	of	overall	reading	proficiency.	Therefore,	for	some	students	it	could	be	
utilized as a broad reading goal that captures all the requisite skills needed by the student in 
reading.
  To develop a goal utilizing CBM, one would utilize the same approach discussed earlier, 
however instead of determining how many weeks are left in the school year, you would 
substitute the number of school weeks in one academic year.   This number is often 36 weeks, 
or 180 schooldays, though some school districts may provide more than the 180-day school 
year.
 When to Administer CBM Probes.  Decisions about when to administer CBM probes 
depend	on	a	number	of	factors.	The	first	factor	is	based	on	the	measure	itself	and	how	much	
growth	could	be	seen	over	time.	For	example,	with	oral	reading	fluency	in	the	third	grade	
we could expect to see one and a half to two words of growth per week. Therefore, weekly 
administration of this probe is appropriate. However, with many math measures growth 
over a week would be much smaller, and therefore it would not be appropriate to measure 
so frequently. Another factor to be considered is the number of students to be tested and the 
schedule of the teacher. Some of these probes, particularly math and reading comprehension 
in the later grades have group or online administration. While at the early grades, letter 




acquired from the company or research institution (e.g., AIMSWEB, easyCBM) will list the 
appropriate amount of time between administrations for each measure.  A rule of thumb for 
the frequency of administration of CBM probes is every two weeks, but not less frequently 
then every three weeks. Administering probes every two weeks allows enough time 
between probes to monitor growth, but does not allow so much time to pass that we miss an 
opportunity to adjust instructional approach.
 Administration of CBM Measures.  Careful administration of CBM probes is 
necessary to ensure that effects other than those tested are minimized. For example, it is 
necessary to make sure that whatever scripts are read beforehand are read in their entirety 
each time. This ensures a standard approach to the assessments, and also minimizes the risk 
that the student may forget certain aspects of the assessment. Additionally, it is vital that 
the setting, time of day, and instruments used are as consistent as possible. Considerations 
of these contextual factors will help to ensure that student scores on these measures are 
not	varying	based	on	outside	influences.	For	example,	a	student	with	ADHD	who	takes	
medication, that is not an extended release (XR) form, in the morning will likely score very 
differently in the afternoon than they would in the morning.
  Most CBM probes come with a standardized administration protocol that 
administrators are to use each time the assessment is given to a child. This would depend 
on whether or not it’s done one-to-one, in a small group, or taken on a computer. In the 
following, we will describe common administration techniques for CBM probes that are 
likely to be given to students in secondary schools as well as scoring procedures.
 Directions and scoring of oral reading fluency.  The	first	consideration	with	oral	
reading	fluency	is	that	it	must	be	given	individually.	The	passages	selected	for	the	student	
should	be	based	on	those	passages	that	the	student	is	expected	to	read	fluently	at	the	end	
of the school year. Once passages have been selected, a copy of each is given.  One to the 
student and one to the teacher. The teacher will also need a timer and something to write 
with.
1. Place a copy of the student passage in front of the student.
2.  Place a teacher copy on the clipboard so the student cannot see it.
3. Say:’ When I say begin, start reading aloud at top top of the page. Read across 
the page. Try to read each word. If you come to a word you do not know, I’ll tell it 
to	you.	Be	sure	to	do	your	best	reading.	Do	you	have	any	questions?	Begin.’		
(start the stopwatch)
4.  Follow along on the teacher copy as the student reads and put a slash through 
any incorrect words.
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5.  At the end of one minute, say ‘thank you’ and mark the last word read with a 
bracket  (Hosp, Hosp, & Howell, 2007, pp. 36-37).
To score the CBM, count the total number of words attempted, then the total number of 
errors. Subtract the total number of errors from the total words attempted. Words misread 
initially but corrected within three seconds are scored as correct.
 Directions and scoring MAZE CBM.  Unlike	oral	reading	fluency,	maze	passages	can	
be	administered	to	a	group.	Maze	passages	should	be	at	the	level	of	difficulty	that	the	student	
is expected to achieve by the end of the year. These passages should be at least 300 words with 
42 deleted words (with three replacements in each).  Maze passages can either be downloaded 
pre-constructed, or materials from school can be scanned in and entered into a Maze generator 
at interventioncentral.org.			As	with	oral	reading	fluency,	the	teacher	will	need	a	stopwatch.	
Directions are as follows:
1. Place a copy of the student passage in front of each student face down.
2.	 Say:	‘	When	I	say	begin,	turn	to	the	first	story	and	start	reading	silently.	When	
you come to a group of three words, circle the one word that makes the most sense. 
Work	as	quickly	as	you	can	without	making	mistakes.	If	you	finish	the	page,	turn	
the	page	and	keep	working	until	I	say	stop.			Do	you	have	any	questions?			Begin.	
(trigger stopwatch or timer for three minutes)
3.  Walk around the room to monitor that students are only circling one word per set 
and not skipping around the page.
4.  At the end of the three minutes say ‘Stop. Put your pencil down and turn your 
sheet over.’
5.  Collect all the student sheets.  (Hosp, Hosp, & Howell, 2007, pp. 43)
Scoring of the Maze CBM is conducted by referencing the examiner copy and counting 
the	number	of	errors	in	the	student	copy.			Specifically,	count	the	total	number	of	responses	
attempted in three minutes. Then count the number of errors, and subtract the number of errors 
from total attempted.
 Directions and scoring of math CBM.  Math CBM can be administered either as 
a	group	or	via	computer.	It	is	recommended	that	the	first-time	math	CBM	is	administered,	
students take three equivalent assessments in a short period of time (e.g.,  over three days) 
with the median score being used as their baseline. Once again the teacher should have a timer 
and the directions. Directions are as follows: 
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1. Place a copy of the student sheet in front of the students.
2.  For single student say, ‘ The sheets on your desk have [ addition, subtraction 
etc.] problems on them. Look at each problem carefully before you answer it. 
When	I	say	‘please	begin,’	start	answering	the	problems.	Begin	with	the	first	




3.  Once you say ‘please begin,’ start the countdown timer (set for two minutes).  
At the end of two minutes say ‘thank you’ and have the students put their pencils 
down and stop working.  (Hosp, Hosp, & Howell, 2007, pp. 104)
For math CBM, we score the correct number of digits in the answer rather than the correct 
answer because it is more sensitive to change.  For example, say Timmy wrote an answer of 
143 for an addition problem, but the actual solution to the problem was 133. Timmy would 
receive two digits correct on this problem (1) and the second (3).
Creating Curriculum Based Measures in the Content Area
	 	Developing	CBM	probes	for	the	content	areas	is	a	slowly	evolving	field	due	to	the	
heterogeneous nature of the different content areas. For example, science, particularly 
physics, may require more math knowledge than world history, which may require more 
reading skills. Thus, determining an approach to measuring student growth over time is a 
difficult	task.	However,	researchers	have,	in	the	last	15	or	so	years,	begun	investigating	this	
issue.	Specifically,	researchers	have	investigated	three	different	types	of	CBM	to	be	used	
in the content areas:  reading aloud from text, maze completion, and vocabulary matching 
(Espin, Busch, Shin, & Kruschwitz, 2001). The more robust of these measures is vocabulary 
matching, which has been shown to predict performance on criterion measures within the 
classrooms in social studies, sociology, psychology, and geography (Espin et al., 2001; 
Espin, Shin & Busch, 2005).   However, maze comprehension passages may also be a viable 
alternative (see above).
  One of the major deterrents of utilizing CBM in the content areas may be the time it 
takes to create measures for each of the subject areas. However, in many cases this would 
be akin to prepping for a class, where much of the labor is conducted once for each course. 
In the following we will describe how to create CBM measures based on a vocabulary 
matching framework as described by Espin and colleagues (2001). 
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1.First, terms should be collected from the text, teacher lectures and notes, resulting 
in over 100 to be used in the generation of probes.
2.  Next, randomly select 20 to 22 terms from the list.  Two additional terms are used 
as distractors.  
3. Once you have created 20 alternate forms, alphabetize the terms vertically on the 
left	side	of	the	page,	the	definitions	will	then	go	down	the	right	side	of	the	page	in	
random order.
4. To deliver the probes in a group:
 a. Place a copy of the student’s form in front of each student facedown
 b. Say: ‘When I say ‘begin,’ turn the paper over and begin working. Match 
the	words	on	the	left	with	their	definition	on	the	right.		When	you’re	satisfied	that	you	





pencils down and stop working. Walk around the room to monitor that students are 
matching	words	to	their	definition	by	writing	the	number	of	the	word	next	to	the	
definition.
Making Data Based Decisions
 
	 So,	we’ve	collected	all	this	data	on	our	students,	now	what	do	we	with	it?	Indeed,	the	
collection of data is meaningless without utilizing the power of it.  For example, Stecker and 
Fuchs (2000) conducted a study with students with mild disabilities who each had a learning 
disability, to determine if decision-making based on CBM was better than decision-making 
without.	Specifically,	students	were	matched	based	on	equality	on	certain	variables	(e.g.,	
age, functioning). Teachers then made instructional decisions based on the monitoring of 
I suggest  
entering the terms and 
definitions into columns in Excel.  








CBM measures of one of the students in the matched pair. The second student received the 
same change in instruction as did the one who the teacher monitored.   Results of the study 
showed	a	significant	improvement	in	criterion	tests	for	those	students	whose	instruction	was	
being changed based on their data as opposed to changes made without regard to the student’s 
performance. In essence, students whose performance was monitored using CBM outperformed 
those students whose performance was not being monitored. Implications of this study, and 
others like it, should be obvious: monitoring student progress and making decisions based on 
that progress are imperative. Thus, the remainder of this chapter will be dedicated to making 
decisions based on CBM data. 
 As seen in Figure 4, two vertical lines are added to the progress monitoring graphs. These 
vertical lines note when an intervention was put into place, and are called intervention lines. 
This gives us a handy way to determine when interventions were put in place and if enough 
time has passed to make another decision. These lines also allow us to utilize graphs during 
parent teacher conferences to show parents and other members of the team what interventions 







move on!”  In other words, if the student’s scores on four consecutive probes do not exceed 
the goal line, an intervention change is warranted (Hosp, Hosp, & Howlell, 2007). Notice 
in Figure 5, Timmy’s score on four consecutive measures did not exceed the goal line even 
though they were close. In this case the intervention was changed.  The second rule for 
making these decisions is a little bit more complicated, but perhaps more sensitive. This rule 
makes use of line slope (goal and actual) to determine whether an intervention change is 
warranted or no.  To determine actual slope, divide the student’s scores into 3 equal sections 
(See Figure 6).  If the number of scores is not divisible by 3, put three at the beginning and 3 
at	the	end	with	the	uneven	number	in	the	middle.		Next,	select	the	median	of	the	first	set	and	
the median of the second set.  Draw a line from the end of the 1st set (at the median on the 
Y axis) to the end of the second set (at the median on the Y axis; red line).  You would then 
determine whether or not the student’s actual line will meet or exceed the goal line (blue 
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3 Strategies to support teaching in the inclusive class room
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General OUTLINE of this chapter
~Issues Related to Serving Students in an Inclusive Environment
~Co-teaching to the Rescue!
~Peer-mediated Instruction
~Strategy Instruction
The issue of inclusion (serving students with disabilities in the general education setting) in education has been debated for over four decades and continues to be a contentious subject (Kavale & Forness, 2000).  Kavale and Forness argue 
that much of the debate has been informed by well-intentioned members of the public and 
research community who rely on a moral argument as opposed to one based on evidence.  
Fuchs & Fuchs (1994) describe the inclusion effort as having a “romantic appeal” (pp. 303) 
wherein the general education classroom will be welcoming and effective for all students 
through properly implemented Universal Design for Learning (UDL), and specialized 
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instruction (special education) will be 
wholly unnecessary.  Efforts by parents 
and advocacy groups in the late 1980s and 
early 1990s lead to increased pressure to 
include students with disabilities in the 
regular education classroom under the Least 
Restrictive Environment (LRE) mandate 
of the Educationfor All Handicapped 
Children Act of 1975 (EAHCA; now the 
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act).  
However, the LRE, like much of the federal 
legislation on education, contains ambiguous 
wording,	and	does	not	specifically	speak	
to a preference of either full inclusion or a 
continuum of placements (See Figure 7).   
 Subsequent court cases on the topic, 
however have generally ruled in favor of 
a continuum of placements (CP) over full 
inclusion	(Yell,	1995;	Yell	&	Katsiyannis,	2004;	Zirkel,	1996).		Specifically,	that	the	decisions	
made	are	on	an	individual	basis,	and	determined	by	the	benefits	of	the	integrated	setting	
versus the segregated setting. However, inclusion versus CP is not the prescient issue, the 
education the child receive is (Kauffman et al., 2015; Kauffman & Badar, 2014; Kauffman 
& Hallahan, 1995). Consistent with the IDEA, the placement of the child is made after the 
special education and related services that allow them to receive a free appropriate public 
education (FAPE) are spelled out in the child’s individual education program (IEP).  Yell 
and Katsiyannis go on to summarize federal guidance as the following: “It is not appropriate 
for IEP teams to make placement decisions based on the following factors: (a) category of 
disability, (b) severity of disability, (c) availability of educational or related services, (d) 
availability of space, or (e) administrative convenience” (pp. 31).  Thus, suggesting that a 
school that is inclusive may be denying the student the ability to receive the services they 
require to receive a FAPE.
Issues Related to Serving Students in an Inclusive Environment
 A key phrase from the legislation to keep in mind is this, “…only when the nature or 
severity of the disability of a child is such that education in regular classes with the use of 
supplementary aids and services cannot be achieved satisfactorily” (20 U.S.C. § 1412(a)(5).  
Figure 7
(5) Least restrictive environment.--
(A) In general.--To the maximum extent 
appropriate, children with disabilities, 
including children in public or private 
institutions or other care facilities, are 
educated with children who are not disabled, 
and special classes, separate schooling, or 
other removal of children with disabilities 
from the regular educational environment 
occurs only when the nature or severity of the 
disability of a child is such that education in 
regular classes with the use of supplementary 
aids and services cannot be achieved 
satisfactorily (20 U.S.C. § 1412(a)(5).  
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What	does	satisfactorily	mean?		This	kind	of	verbiage	is	unfortunately	a	part	of	legalese	
and makes the provision of a FAPE problematic. Indeed, as this chapter is being written, 
the United States Supreme Court has heard a case (but has not issued a ruling) that asks 
essentially how much progress a student is to achieve (Forest Grove School District v. 
Student, 2016). At this early stage, it appears the justices of the court are leaning towards a 
ruling in favor of the parents, even though the district contends that the small progress the 
student was making is in line with the language in the IDEA and the seminal FAPE case 
Board of Education of the Hendrick Hudson School District v. Rowley (1982).




what does the research say about inclusive environments and whether or not they can deliver 
meaningful	benefits	to	students	with	disabilities?		
Kavale and Forness (2000) describe the efforts on both sides of the reform struggle and the 
dearth of evidence to support either full inclusion or a continuum of services.   Though, in 
the	few	studies	covering	this	issue,	they	indicated	a	continuum	of	services	that	fit	the	needs	
of the child has been shown to be more effective. Upon closer examination, they found 
that’s students with high incidence disabilities (learning disability, emotional disturbance) 
made smaller gains in the inclusive environment than their nondisabled peers. In essence, 
the achievement gap continued to grow in the inclusive environment. Interestingly, students 
with low incidence disabilities (intellectual disability) maintained growth curves equal to 
nondisabled peers in an inclusive environment. Further, a synthesis of randomized control 
trial studies by Fuchs and colleagues (2015) showed that scores for at-risk students on math 
assessments	were	significantly	higher	at	post-test	for	students	receiving	state-of-the-art	math	
instruction delivered in a small-group setting, as opposed to those receiving “inclusive” 
math instruction in the general education classroom.
 Well, the good news is that specialized instruction delivered by trained staff in small 
groups is effective at narrowing the gap between students with disabilities and their non-
disabled peers (Kavale & Forness, 2000; Fuchs et al., 2015).  It does not, however, speak 
What does this 
mean for inclusion and 
special	education?
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to the full inclusion of all students regardless of their needs either legally or regarding their 
achievement.
 Due to the advocacy efforts of the aforementioned organizations and researchers (e.g., 
Stainback & Stainback, 1985) and misinterpretation of key aspects of legislation, inclusion is 
here and likely will be for some time unless key stakeholders (e.g., you, your administrator) 
seek out the research to inform the most effective instruction of students with disabilities.  
Until that time, it is very likely you will be faced with providing instruction, or assisting in the 
inclusion of students with disabilities in the general education classroom.  Indeed, previous 
research has noted problems with inclusive practices as a whole and a disconnect between 
the views of classroom teachers’ and the those of school administrator (Cook, Semmelb, & 
Gerber, 1999).  Cook and colleagues suggest that administrators tend to have an “optimistic” 
(pp. 206) view of inclusive practices, which may be incongruous with the views of the 
teachers who have to work under this model.
 The key takeaway from all of this, and the law, is that special education is 
individualized instruction. Universal design for learning is a great concept and will likely help 
students	of	all	ability	levels	achieve,	but	it	is	not	necessarily	the	global	fix	for	all	students	
(Fuchs et al., 2015).  Through careful progress monitoring (as described in Chapter 2) it would 
be relatively straightforward to determine if learning in an inclusive environment derived 
satisfactory achievement as compared to when learning in a small-group setting with a trained 
special educator.  For example, it may be that in a well-structured and functioning co-teaching 
environment, a student with disabilities may demonstrate achievement consistent with 
gains made in a resource room, in which case, the inclusive setting would be the preferred 
placement.		While	the	research	may	be	lacking	specific	investigations	comparing	inclusive	
settings to special-education settings, there are a great number of studies that elf-regulated 
strategy instruction.  In general, the descriptions included here are an overview as some of 
these strategies will be documented later in the book in moredetail have been conducted in 
an inclusive setting that may be able to inform a selection of best practices for the setting.  
The remainder of this chapter will discuss three broad strategies for including students with 
a variety of disabilities in the general education classroom:  co-teaching, peer-mediated 
instruction, and self-regulated strategy instruction.  In general, the descriptions included here 
So,	why	do	we	do	it	everywhere?	
Why	doesn’t	my	principal	know	this?		
And, most importantly, why am I learning about 
it?!?!?!?!?	
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are an overview as some of these strategies will be documented later in the book in more 
detail.      
Co-teaching to the Rescue!
 Aside from applying a UDL framework, one of the most oft used practices for 
including students with disabilities in the general education classroom is co-teaching 
(Murawski & Swanson; 2001).  The term co-teaching is a shortened version of the term 
cooperative teaching coined by Bauwen, Houcade, and Friend (1989) which is intended to 
be a seamless practical fusion of general and special-education. This system would provide 
educational programming to all students within the general education setting.
 According to Cook and Friend (1995) co-teaching is tantamount to a marriage, or 
at least a modern day marriage, where both the general and special education teacher have 
equal authority and work in tandem to support all students.  True co-teaching, within their 
definition,	assumes	that	both	teachers	are	equally	responsible	for	the	learning	of	students	
in planning and delivering instruction, and also assessing student progress. The general 
education teacher is thought to be the content area specialist, while the special education 
teacher is the instructor who is a specialist in facilitating access of the content to the 
students.   
 According to Murawski and Swanson (2001), co-teaching has enjoyed extensive 
attention in the educational literature through anecdotal experiences and suggestions for 
implementation.			However,	they	also	note	that	empirical	research	on	the	efficacy	of	co-
teaching on the achievement of students with disabilities is sparse at best. Within their 
review, they noted that co-teaching had not been systematically investigated through any 
well-designed experiments, though the variable effects of the small body of research were 
in a positive direction.   Again, this does not provide evidence that co-teaching does not 
work. Rather, like many other educational initiatives that make their way into classrooms 
(e.g., Accelerated Reader), it’s impact on student performance has not been thoroughly 
investigated.
 A review of the qualitative research conducted 
by	Scruggs,	Mastropieri,	and	McDuffie	(2007)	showed	
the teachers involved in co-teaching generally supported 
the	practice.		However,	concerns	noted	were	difficulties	
with coordinating planning time, addressing the skill level 
of students, and professional training in co-teaching. Once again, many of the issues were 
attributed to variability in meaningful support from administrators.   They also describe 




variety, even though this model may not be as impactful as others. Additionally, the special 
education teachers were often relegated to a supportive role, rather than a teammate with equal 
power.   Finally, it was observed that many special-education techniques recommended in the 
research (e.g., self-monitoring) were not often utilized by the special education teacher in the 
inclusive environment. 
  This information begs the question, is co-teaching a poor model, or could it be the 
golden	ticket	that	postmodern	researchers	and	advocates	have	been	looking	for?		Theoretically,	
a co-teaching model that utilized the recommended strategies has the great deal of face 
validity which is why administrators are so keen on the development of this framework.
 Recommended Co-teaching Strategies.  Friend and Bursuck (2009) describe six 
models of co-teaching that teaching teams may utilize to support the inclusion of all students.  
Of course each of these models presupposes administrative support and commitment to 
teachers working on an equal level with respect to planning lessons, providing instruction, 
and assessing student progress. Co-teaching is doomed to fail without the commitment of both 
teachers, and administrative support. 
 One teach, one observe.  In this model, one of the teachers leads students in large group 
instruction, while the second teacher collects data. This model of co-teaching is obviously 
the	weakest	in	utilizing	both	teachers	to	the	benefit	of	students.	It	is	likely	that	this	is	also	the	
most often used model of co-teaching as it describes the dynamic of one teacher (content area 
specialist) “teaching” while the other teacher is viewed as more of a teacher’s aide. Aside from 
being not very effective in utilizing both teachers to their potential, this method also would 
seem to be a waste of money.
 One teach, one assist.  Similar to one teach, one observe this model defers instruction to 
one teacher while the other teachers circulate around the classroom offering assistance to the 
students in need. Once again, this appears to be the type of model that Scruggs, Mastropieri, 
and	McDuffie	(2007)	describe	as	often	used	and	limited	in	effectiveness.	Again,	the	assist	role	
could	be	easily	filled	by	a	teacher’s	aide,	and	is	not	likely	to	result	in	the	delivery	of	special	
education related services as required by the child’s IEP. This is likely the most common 
model of co-teaching because it works into the paradigm of the content area specialist being 
the teacher of the class, in their classroom, and the special education teacher is there just to 
help.
 Teaming.  A more effective approach to the two previous approaches is teaming. In this 
model, both teachers work to deliver the lesson at the same time. This could be done through 
providing opposing opinions in a debate, illustrating different ways of solving problems, or 
pausing throughout. For example, the content area teacher can describe how to work out a 
problem in math, and immediately afterwards the special education teacher could just describe 
different strategies to remember how to perform the operation (e.g., mnemonics). Of course, 
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both teachers would have to describe their roles ahead of time, and have a strong enough 
relationship to allow each to have their say.
 Parallel teaching.  Parallel teaching describes a situation where the room is separated 
into two sections. Students are paired with one of the two teachers thus allowing for smaller 
group instruction and hopefully increase student participation. Obviously, this technique 
would require planning due to the logistics of room rearrangement, noise levels, and content 
mastery.
 Alternative teaching.  Alternative teaching suggests that one teacher (the content 
specialist) teaches to the majority of students, while the other teacher (special educator) 
takes a small group of students to help with access to the curriculum. They could also 
perform curriculum-based measures in this framework, teach strategies for remembering 
concepts, and help students understand concepts that they may have missed. Essentially, 
alternative teaching is a method forproviding resource room supports within the general 
education classroom.
 Station teaching.  The	final	co-teaching	method	involves	dividing	instruction	into	
three non-sequential components, or stations. The class is then divided into three small 
groups,	with	teachers	at	two	of	them	and	the	final	used	for	independent	practice.	Students	
would then rotate from station to station gaining pieces of knowledge from each station 
that is combined at the end of the lesson. As with parallel teaching, station teaching would 
involve a great deal of planning beforehand, and would be subject to logistical constraints of 
the classroom.
Obviously with the requisite amount of planning and buy-in from the teachers, it is 
easy to see how co-teaching could be an effective method for delivering instruction. For 
example, one teach one observe would be handy with respect to delivering curriculum-based 
measures to students. Station teaching could be very effective at certain times and in certain 
subjects (e.g., science) where hands-on components are involved.
Peer-mediated Instruction
 According to Mastropieri and Scruggs (2001), providing meaningful education to 
secondary students with disabilities in an inclusive setting is particularly challenging.  As 
discussed earlier, the major limitations of discussing inclusionary practices is the relative 
dearth of research regarding inclusionary practices for students in inclusive settings.  
However, there have been a number of important investigations within inclusive settings 
that may help us to describe inclusive best practices.  For example, there have been a large 
number of studies discussing self-regulated strategy instruction to improve achievement of 
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students in reading and writing (Losinski, Cuenca-Carlino, Zablocki, & Teagarden, 2014; Reid, 
Lienemann, & Hagaman, 2013).  
 Peer-mediated instructional strategies are another set of practices that enjoy a wide 
research base in reading and math at all levels and for students with a variety of disabilities 
(Fuchs, Fuchs, Mathew, & Simmons, 1997; Mastropieri and Scruggs, 2001; McMaster, Fuchs, 
& Fuchs, 2006; Ryan, Reid, & Epstein, 2004).   These strategies have been mainly discussed 
within the general education classroom as a means of differentiating instruction for students 
of all ability levels.   Thus, the utility of the strategies to support the inclusion of students with 
disabilities is strong.  
 Peer-mediated instructional strategies are complementary teaching strategies that utilize 
students to help facilitate instruction and increase engagement (Maheady, Harper, & Mallette, 
2001; Utley, 2001).  According to Utley, peer-mediated instruction may be an effective strategy 
for enhancing academic achievement, improving interpersonal relationships, and improving  
behavioral	issues.			These	findings	has	been	corroborated	by	various	researchers	(Fuchs	and	
Fuchs; Mastropierri and Scruggs) in a diverse number of settings and content areas. Often 
these interventions pair a student with disabilities with typical peers, though larger groupings 
consistent with cooperative learning have also been utilized.  Additionally, utilizing peer 
mediated interventions though time-consuming at the beginning may result in allowing the 
teacher to become more of a supportive role or facilitator, thus allowing the teacher to focus on 
student to maybe having particular problems and need additional instruction.  Within structured 
environments, and carefully planned groupings peer-mediated instruction can increase 
opportunities	to	respond,	and	behaviors	specific	praise,	two	strategies	that	have	been	shown	to	
reduce behavioral problems and increase student achievement.
 While there are numerous variations on the themes within peer-mediated interventions,  
researchers	have	defined	four	broad	categories:			class-wide	peer	tutoring	(CWPT;	Greenwood,	
Delquadri, & Carta, 1999);  reciprocal peer tutoring (RPT; Miller, Barbetta, & Heron, 1994); 
peer-assisted learning strategies (PALS; Fuchs, Fuchs, Phillips, & Karns, 1994); and class-wide 
student tutoring teams (CSTT; Maheady, Harper, Sacca, & Mallette, 1991).
The grass is not completely green, however, as Maheady and colleagues also describe 
increased noise levels, more teacher preparation, and increases in behavior problems for 
certain students particularly if groups were not carefully considered based on student 
personalities.   There are also instances where students would rather work alone, (your author 
is one of those people), and students who may take advantage of limited adult supervision to 
either coerce other students to do their work for them, or get everyone off task (See Levi).
Levi K.
Born:  Feb 3, 2001
Birthplace:  Polk City, FL
Grade:  10th
Disability:  None
Hobbies:  Playing Video Games
Favorite Book:  Go Tell it On the
       Mountain
Background Info.
Levi was born in central 
Florida to a woman who was 
in the armed services.  After 
his mother was killed in battle, 
he and his older brothers were 
subsequently raised by an aunt, 
and his paternal grandmother 
in Wamego, KS. 
Classroom Info.
Levi is a fun-loving youth 
who is generally well-liked 
by his peers.  While in class 
he is generally quiet as he 
feels uncomfortable being 
in a predominately all-white 
school.  His attire and persona 
(Lil’ Wayne wannabe) cause 
some in the school, including 
faculty to view him as a 
“thug.”
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 Class-wide peer tutoring.  In an attempt to address limited opportunities to respond 
in the general education classroom, researchers at the Juniper Gardens Children’s project 
developed the Classwide peer tutoring strategy (Maheady & Gard, 2010; Maheady, Mallette, 
& Harper, 2006).  When developing the program, Delquardi and colleagues (1983) wanted 
to ensure that they answered calls for a program to help students with disabilities in the 
classroom through a program that would help all students, and not burden the teacher with 
more work by using preexisting materials within normal instructional time and supplement 
current practices.  CWPT can be used across a variety of subject areas each with its own 
unique procedures.  For example during reading comprehension, the tutee will answer who, 
what, when, where questions from the tutor.
  Teacher duties.  CWPT is conducted daily and 30 minute sessions for each subject 
area.  At the beginning of the lesson teachers instruct students over new material, then instruct 
students to get out their materials and for those students who would be moving to move to the 
new area now.  Next, the teacher instructs the student groups to set up materials and get ready 
for	the	first	10	minute	session	where	one	student	will	act	as	tutor	and	the	other	as	tutee.		For	
the remainder of the time, the teacher circulates throughout the classroom helping pears as 
needed awarding extra points for exemplary tutoring, and keeping track of the time. At the end 
of 10 minutes the teacher signals students to switch roles and continues as before.
 Student duties.  For each correct response, the tutor rewards the two teams with two 
points. In the event of a incorrect answer, the tutor stops the student and provides the correct 
answer. The tutor write down one point for the correction.  Finally, the tutor and tutee total up 
the points awarded and adds them to the team point sheet.   For more information on CWPT 
see Greenwood., Delquadri, & Carta, (1999).
 Reciprocal peer tutoring.  Similar to classwide peer tutoring, reciprocal peer tutoring 
was developed in the 80s as a means to utilize students as instructors, and increase student 
opportunities to respond through carefully planned sessions.  Students are paired in same age 
dyads and follow a scripted 30 minute session.  Peer tutoring sessions comprise 20 minute 
sessions where students take turns tutoring for 10 minutes and acting as the student the 
others 10 minutes. This tutoring session is then followed by a worksheet assessment takes 
approximately 7 to 10 minutes.   Students are awarded points for successful work in tutoring 
sessions and assessments, and thepoints are then applied to larger teams.
	 In	RPT	math,	the	teacher	provides	the	tutor	with	flash	cards	containing	a	problem	on	
one side, and answer + directions for solving on the back (Fantuzzo, Davis, & Ginsburg, 
1995).  Once time has started, the student tutor provides the problem to the tutee who works 




incorrect, tutor moves to try 1 where the tutor explains the process of solving the problem 
as	described	on	the	back	of	the	flash	card.		The	student	then	tries	again	(try	2),	if	wrong,	the	
teacher is called (help) to provide coaching, and the student tries again (try 3). Following 
tutoring sessions for each child and the assessment, students results are compared to their 
goal	for	the	day.	If	the	student	met	the	goal,	the	day	is	considered	a	win.		After	five	wins	are	
achieved in the pair, students receive a predetermined reward.  
 Peer-assisted learning strategies.  Owing to earlier successes like CWPT and 
reciprocal peer tutoring, Fuchs and colleagues (1995) developed Peer-assisted Learning 
Strategies	(PALS).		A	key	difference	within	the	PALS	reading	program	are	specific	strategies	
to improve reading comprehension (Fuchs, Fuchs, & Kazdan, 1999).  These strategies in 
particular lend themselves to use in the upper grades, and in different content areas.  PALS 
is conducted within the student’s normal classroom and is introduced through a series of 
training lessons conducted within the normal class time (Fuchs, Fuchs, Mathes, & Simmons, 
1995). The 6 to 10 introductory lessons last between 30 and 60 minutes and describe teacher 
roles, student roles, and leads students through each of the three main strategies so that they 
may	maintain	a	certain	amount	of	fluency	with	the	strategy.	
Once	training	has	finished	PALS	is	implemented	three	times	per	week	during	regular	
reading instruction. Lesson sessions include dyads with one high-performing and one low 
performing student. Determining the pairing could be done by the teacher either using their 
judgment on a ranking system, or utilizing scores on a universal screening measure (e.g., 
DIBELS). Ranking of the students should follow a process where the class is split in half 
based on the rankings in the highest ranking student from the better performing half would 
be paired with the highest-ranking student from the lowest scoring half. Materials used for 
reading should be determined based on appropriate level for the lower reader. Additionally, 
the	higher	performing	students	would	assume	the	role	of	the	student	first	with	the	lower	
performing students assuming the role of the teacher. This allows the higher performing 
students to model appropriate reading skills.
 As with reciprocal peer tutoring the class is split into two teams, and points scored 
from each dyad for correctly conducting one of the skills are added to the total team points. 
The teacher also moves about the room providing help and awarding points based on correct 
cooperative learning.  Team and pair assignments are adjusted every four weeks to allow for 
students to be given the opportunity to work with other peers.  
 Partner reading.  The	first	PALS	strategy,	partner	reading,	is	designed	to	increase	
reading	fluency.		
Each student reads aloud connected text for 5 minutes, for a total of 10 minutes 
of	sustained	reading.	The	higher-performing	student	reads	first;	the	lower-
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the sentence again.” Students earn 1 point for each correctly read sentence (if 
a word-reading correction is required, 1 point is awarded after the sentence is 
read correctly) and 10 points for the retell. After both students read, the lower 
performing student retells for 2 minutes the sequence of what occurred in the text 
(Fuchs, Fuchs, & Kazdan, 1999, pp. 312).
 Paragraph shrinking.  Paragraph shrinking is a reading comprehension strategy that 
is designed to help students learn to summarize text quickly. Utilizing the same text as the 
previous strategy: 
Students read orally one paragraph at a time, stopping to identify its main idea. 
Tutors	guide	the	identification	of	the	main	idea	by	asking	readers	to	identify	(a)	
who or what the paragraph is mainly about and (b) the most important thing about 
the who or what. Readers are required to put these two pieces of information 
together in 10 or fewer words. When the tutor determines that a paragraph 
summary error occurs, he or she says, “That’s not quite right. Skim the paragraph 
and try again.” The reader skims the paragraph and tries to answer the missed 
question. The tutor decides whether to give points or give the answer. If the error 
involves more than the allotted 10 words, the tutor says, “Shrink it.” (As with 
each PALS activity, tutors formulate their own responses to questions in order to 
provide corrections; there are no answer keys.) For each summary, students earn 
1 point for correctly identifying the who or what; 1 point for correctly stating the 
most important thing; and 1 point for using 10 or fewer words. Students continue 
to monitor and correct reading errors, but points are no longer awarded on a 
sentence-by-sentence basis. After 5 minutes, the students switch roles (Fuchs, 
Fuchs, & Kazdan, 1999, pp. 312-313). 
 Prediction relay.  The prediction relay builds on concepts detailed in paragraph 
shrinking, however within this strategy students are looking at larger blocks of text, making 
predictions about what is likely to transpire, then proving or disproving those predictions. 




the main idea of the half page. When the tutor judges that a prediction is not 
realistic, he or she says, “I don’t agree. Think of a better prediction.” Otherwise, 
the word-reading and paragraph summary correction procedures are used. 
Students earn 1 point for each viable prediction; 1 point for reading each half 
page;	1	point	for	accurately	(dis)confirming	each	prediction;	and	1	point	for	each	
component (i.e., the who or what, what mainly happened, and 10 or fewer words 
of each summary.  After 5 minutes, the students switch roles (Fuchs, Fuchs, & 
Kazdan, 1999, pp. 313).
Strategy Instruction  
 
Research has suggested that one of the issues of students with disabilities in the 
educational environment is that they lack an effective command of strategies used by strong 
learners (Reid, Lienemann, & Hagaman, 2013).  For example, Stone and Conca (1993) 
described that students with learning disabilities knew fewer strategies and used them 
less often than typically developing peers. Research has also demonstrated that strategy 
instruction can make meaningful improvements in students with a variety of disabilities and 
across a range of subject areas (Cuenca-Carlino, Freeman-Green, Stephenson, & Hauth, 
2016; Losinski, Cuenco-Carlino, Zablocki, & Teagarden, 2014; Reid et al., 2013).  Reid 
and colleagues also describe how strategy instruction may help to undo much of the learned 
helplessness that impact students with disabilities and teaches them that through the use of 
effective strategies success can be achieved. 
 Traditional strategy instruction also termed self regulated strategy development 
(SRSD)  encompasses six stages of development to learn effective strategies. Methods for 
learning and internalizing strategies to promote self-regulation (i.e., self-talk, goal-setting, 
self-monitoring) are implanted within each stage.  The use of mnemonic strategies help 
students	learn	and	memorize	the	specific	strategies.	The	phases	of	SRSD	include:	
 Phase 1.  In	the	first	phase,	the	teacher	helps	the	students	in	developing	and	
stimulating background knowledge. This is accomplished through developing pre-skills, 
teaching	specific		vocabulary	and	discussing	models	of	similar	work.
 Phase 2.   Phase 2, also described as Discuss it, involves teaching the strategy 
including the mnemonic that goes along with the strategy, mapping out certain models with 
graphic	organizers,	reviewing	the	models,	establishing	benefits	of	the	strategy,	and	finally	
discussing where and when to use the strategy.
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 Phase 3.   The Model it phase comes next. In this phase, teachers instruct students how 
to use self talk, model thinking aloud, practice self and peer scoring, learn how to graph, and 
set goals.
 Phase 4.  Phase 4 is described as the Memorize it phase where students internalize the 
mnemonic and corresponding strategy. In this stage they also memorize and personalize self 
statements.
 Phase 5.  The	fifth	stage	incorporates	collaboration	with	peers,	and	facilitates	fading	
up supports. The stage uses collaborative practice, which may include something similar to 
reciprocal peer tutoring to engage the student help them practice the strategy.
 Phase 6.   The	final	component	and	SRSD	asks	the	student	to	work	independently.		The	
stage asks the student to self regulate independently and fade self instruction from out loud, or 
written down statements, to utilize strategies in your head.
 Summary.  Inclusion is a contentious model of delivering instruction to students 
with disabilities. The factions on either side of the debate are very committed the idea 
that their ideology is the correct one. At this time, the research and the law would suggest 
that developing truly individualized programs for students before determining the child’s 
placement is in the best interest of the child. Unfortunately, those pushing for a fully inclusive 
environment	are	advocating	for	placement-first	decisions	without	individualization	or	data	to	
back up their assertions. Even more unfortunate is that the inclusive model is likely going to 
become more pervasive rather than less.
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General OUTLINE of this chapter




Student misbehavior and issues of classroom management have been a pervasive problem in American public education (Maag, 2016) with punishment-based behavior management practices in schools being the go-to system since colonial 
times (Gershoff, Purtell, & Holas, 2015). For example, 19 predominately southern states 
currently still allow corporal punishment (e.g., paddling, spanking) in schools as a discipline 
practice, with more than 160,000 instances occurring in the 2011-2012 school year. 
The more alarming 
aspect is that prisons have outlawed the practice for nearly a half 
century, and a person who physically punishes a dog or other animal may be subject 
to criminal proceedings.
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 Another frequently used practice is disciplinary exclusion (e.g., suspension, expulsion, 
time-out).  In the 2011-2012 academic year, 3.45 million students were suspended out 
of school, with students with disabilities being suspended twice as often as their non-
disabled peers (United States Department of Education [USDOE], 2016).  This too has been 
criticized for its inability to deter misbehavior, and leads to children growing further behind 
academically (Dear Colleague Letter, 2016).  In a Dear Colleague Letter (DCL), the United 
States	Department	of	Education’s	Office	of	Special	Education	Programs	(OSEP),	gave	
guidance to schools on the utilization of disciplinary exclusions and their effect on students 
with disabilities. See Table 2 for a description of IDEA’s rules on disciplinary exclusions. 
More	interestingly,	is	that	OSEP	clarified	the	rules	for	disciplinary	exclusions	more	broadly	
than	simply	a	suspension	and	included	“A	pattern	of	office	referrals,	extended	time	excluded	
from instruction (e.g., time out), or extended restrictions in privileges” (pp.13).  Essentially, 
if the student spends a large amount of time out of their instructional setting for disciplinary 
reasons, even if it’s in another teacher’s room to calm down, and there is a pattern to these 
removals, a denial of a FAPE may be occurring.
§300.530 (b) School personnel under this section may remove a child with a disability who 
violates a code of student conduct from his or her current placement to an appropriate interim 
alternative educational setting, another setting, or suspension, for not more than 10 consecutive 
school days (to the extent those alternatives are applied to children without disabilities), and 
for additional removals of not more than 10 consecutive school days in that same school year 
for separate incidents of misconduct (as long as those removals do not constitute a change of 
placement under §300.536).
§300.530 (d) (1) A child with a disability who is removed from the child’s current placement 
pursuant to paragraphs (c), or (g) of this section must—
(i) Continue to receive educational services, as provided in §300.101(a), so as to enable the 
child to continue to participate in the general education curriculum, although in another 
setting, and to progress toward meeting the goals set out in the child’s IEP; and
(ii) Receive, as appropriate, a functional behavioral assessment, and behavioral intervention 
services and modifications, that are designed to address the behavior violation so that it 
does not recur.
Also, see:  http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=8a695728b307da624202e422a12b58e5&
mc=true&node=se34.2.300_1530&rgn=div8
Table 2.  §300.530 (b) and (d) rules on disciplinary exclusions.
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Issues Related to Student Behavior  
in the Secondary School
 As suggested earlier, a common misconception of these strictly punitive methods 
are that they may serve as a deterrent to other students, and minimize re-occurrence of 
the behavior. However, there is little data to support these assertions, and more to suggest 
they do more harm than good (USDOE, 2016).  For example, studies have shown that 
disciplinary exclusions can lead to juvenile justice involvement and academic failure 
(American Academy of Pediatrics, 2013; Hemphill, Toumbourou, Herrenkohl, McMorris, 
& Catalano, 2006).  Additionally, coercive disciplinary practices (e.g., corporal punishment) 
can lead to higher rates of mental health related issues, substance abuse, and the carryover 
of these practices to subsequent parenting (Byford, Abbott, Maughan, Richards, & Kuh, 
2014; Smokowski, Bacallao, Cotter, & Evans, 2015).  
 The concept of coercive punishment acting as a deterrent may be valid when 
discussed in light of the 80% of the population who generally obey societal law and 
convention.   Indeed, research suggests that 85 to 90% of students will not display 
significant	behavior	problems	throughout	their	schooling.		However,	for	15	to	20%	of	the	
population, these punishment practices provide little in the way of a deterrent and do little to 
reduce	the	occurrence	of	the	behavior	in	the	future.	For	example,	remember	Timmy?	
 Timmy it’s one of the 15 to 20% who would much rather be at home, suspended 
or not, than in reading class. Therefore, suspending Timmy acts as a reward not as a 
punishment. So we need to consider whether our discipline practices are only supposed 
to work for the 80% of students who act right 
anyways, Or if we should tailor them to the 15-
20% who don’t.   After all, the same 15-20% in 
school	are	also	the	people	who	are	not	horrified	
by the prospect of spending time in jail.  If we 
don’t provide services for these students in 
schools, it is likely that jail is not too far off.
PBIS to the Rescue!  Current trends in 
educational reform are seeing a shift from 
the utilization of punishment-based behavior 
management practices, including those that 
utilize corporal punishment, to those favoring a 
preventative approach.    The Individuals with 
Disabilities Education Act in 1997 and again in 
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2004	specified	that	in	the	event	a	student’s	behavior	impacts	their	learning	or	the	learning	of	
those around them, schools should consider the use of positive behavioral interventions and 
supports (PBS) to address the behavior.   This does not mean that schools can’t use aversive 
interventions, or those that utilize punishment, only that positive interventions be considered 
first.		Additionally,	federal	law	like	the	Every	Student	Succeeds	Act	(ESSA,	2015)	have	
components written into them that would provide grants to states for implementing measures 
to improve school climate.
As discussed in Chapter 2, much of the current work on improving schools utilizes a 
response to intervention framework (RTI).  The behavioral component of RTI works very 
similar to the academic where Tier 1 involves universal screening and core competencies 
delivered in the general education classroom. Tier 2 involve more systematic data collection 
and generally a target intervention delivered in a small group setting. Finally Tier 3 would 
include individualized instruction or referral to special education. Not coincidentally, the RTI 
pyramid aligns with the normal curve suggesting that 15 to 20% of students in tier 2 are those 




over the “normal” curve, we can see the RTI tiers should be looking at the 17% of students 
following below “average”.




 Interventions based on utilizing positive peer and/or adult support are powerful tools 
for shaping misbehavior of students.   Indeed, much has been made and discussed in the 
literature regarding teacher behaviors and their effect on student’s behavior and achievement 
(Lane, Wehby, & Cooley, 2006; Wehby, Symons, Canale, & Go, 1998).   Thus, utilizing 
teachers	in	a	roll	that	shifts	them	from	an	authoritarian	figure	to	a	mentor	may	repair	
relationship patterns that have been pervasive throughout the child’s schooling.   There are a 
variety of mentor-based interventions, each being variants on the same theme. 
Check-in, Check-out (Crone, Horner, & Hawken, 2003) is perhaps the most widely known 
of the teacher mentor programs.   Check-in, Check-out (CICO) is generally used as a Tier2 
intervention within a school wide RTI framework. Progress toward schoolwide or individual 
behavioral goals is monitored utilizing daily behavioral progress report cards (DPRs). These 
DBRs are also used to reinforce daily behavior both at school and home. The system has 
been successfully used in a variety of settings including elementary (Campbell & Anderson, 
2008), secondary (Lane, Capizzi, Fisher, & Ennis, 2012) and residential (Ennis, Jolivette, 
Swoszowski, & Johnson, 2012) and with a variety of students from nondisabled to students 
with intellectual disabilities (Boden, Ennis, & Jolivette, 2012).
	 CICO	utilizes	five	steps:	check	in,	receive	feedback,	check	out,	home	component,	
and return to school.   Before implementing CICO, it’s important to select teachers/mentors 
that both “buy into” the program and to have some perhaps positive connection to the child.   
This program is a great opportunity to include teachers of elective classes, like art and band, 
into larger school climate issues. Athletic coaches are also valuable resources in this type 




to decide on the format of the daily progress report.   Alternatively, Schools could utilize 
an online program like ClassDojo,  which is an online form similar to the DPR that would 
also allow parents to sign in and check the progress of the student throughout the day.  An 
additional bonus to utilizing an online form is that it would prevent stigmatizing the student 
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by forcing them to carry a note around all day.  Levi would not 
do that.
 Check In. During check in, students meet privately 
with their facilitator (adult mentor) to discuss daily goals and 
strategies to reach them. Facilitators give students their DPR 
and	remind	them	to	behave	in	a	specific	manner	to	meet	their	
daily	goal(s),	which	will	result	in	a	specific	reinforcer.		Check	
in takes place at the beginning of the school day, in private, 
and lasts 10 to 20 minutes.  (Boden et al., 2012, pp. 34-35.)
 Receive Feedback. The teacher for each class on the student’s schedule provides 
verbal feedback at the end of class regarding the student’s DPR goals. The student receives a 
numerical value on a scale of zero to 2 based on his or her performance, and the teacher places 
that number on his or her DPR next to the corresponding behavioral goal.  (Boden et al., 2012, 
pp. 35).
 Check Out. During check out, each student individually meets with his or her 
facilitator in a private location to review the DPR at the end of the school day prior to 
dismissal. The facilitator provides the student with positive feedback and discusses whether 
or not the student met his or her goal. If the student met his or her goal, he or she receives 
a SWPBIS reinforcer or reinforcement based on the function of the student’s behavior. The 
facilitator and the student then discuss possible strategies to avoid problem behaviors in the 
future. The facilitator reminds the student to take his or her DPR home and have a family 
member or guardian sign it (Boden et al., 2012, pp. 36).
 Home Component. The home component of CICO consists of a family member or 
guardian reviewing and signing the DPR. They may discuss with the child the strengths 
and weaknesses during the day and how to make improvements in the future. The home 
component should be a positive experience for the student (Boden et al., 2012, pp. 37).
 Return to School. During check in the next day, students turn in their DPR. Students 
might receive a reinforcement if they return the DPR with a guardian’s signature, and receive 
reinforcers based on the school’s SWPBIS plan or on the function of their behavior (Boden et 
al., 2012, pp. 37-38).
Behavior-Specific Praise 
 As noted with the mentor-based program, strengthening the teacher student relationship 
has been the subject of a great deal of writing and research (Wehby et al., 1998).   These types 
of	interventions	including	behavior	specific	praise	(BSP),	opportunities	to	respond	(OTR)	and	
high probability commands (high-p) sequences all rely on teachers changing their behaviors in 
Willow M.
Born:  Oct 31, 2000
Birthplace:  Lawrence, KS
Grade:  11th
Disability:  Gifted
Hobbies:  Drawing, writing
Favorite Book:  The Vampire Lestat
Background Info. 
Willow was born in Lawrence, 
Ks to an upper-middle class fam-
ily.  Both parents are successful 
professors at the University of 
Kansas.  Willow is an only child, 
and was in the “gifted” programs 
through the 8th grade. 
Classroom Info.
After being in gifted classes 
her entire school career, Willow 
got burned out on school and 
her grades have begun falling.  
In her 10th grade year, Willow 
passed only her art class despite 
having	an	IQ	of	135.		She	has	
also been known to self-harm by 
cutting marks on her arms.
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order to shape the behaviors of students.  Children who exhibit behavior problems often have 
a contentious relationship with teachers which limit their access to the curriculum by reducing 
their opportunities to respond to academic tasks. Additionally, teachers tend to ignore students 
with behavioral challenges compared to typical peers which leads to a cycle of students acting 
out and teachers either ignoring the student, or reprimanding them. The key to breaking the 
cycle is increasing positive interactions between the teacher and student.
	 One	of	the	key	more	efficient	methods	of	
improving student behavior is behavior specific 
praise.  BSP describes statements that explicitly 
reference the behavior that the child is being 
praised for (Sutherland, Wehby, & Copeland, 2000).   
Sutherland and colleagues described that teachers 
who	praise	students	frequently	and	specifically	have	
lower incidences of behavior problems within their classrooms.  BSP is an intervention that 
can be used in both tier 1 and tier 2, is low-cost and powerful.   It is suggested that teachers try 
to maintain a rate of four positive to one negative statements toward a child who may have a 
history of behavioral problems (Myers, Simonsen, & Sugai, 2011).  
	 Key	components	of	utilizing	behavior	specific	praise	include:	(a)	the	praise	statement	
must	be	linked	to	the	behavior,	(b)	is	sincere,	(c)	reflects	the	student	skill	level,	(d)	is	the	
evaluated for effectiveness, and (e) the praise is for effort not ability (Haydon & Musti-Rao, 
2011).   
 Lane, Menzies, Ennis, and Oakes (2015) describe seven steps and implementing 
behavior	specific	praise	in	the	classroom.		
 Evaluate Current Rates of Praise.  The	first	issue	to	look	into	when	trying	to	increase	
rates of any teacher behavior is collecting data on current baseline instances of the behavior. In 
this	case	we	are	wanting	to	look	at	the	use	of	general	and	specific	praise	statements	delivered	
in the classroom broadly and towards the student whose behavior we are trying to improve. 
There are a variety of ways we can collect this data, perhaps the most unobtrusive and easy 
way is to utilize technology and either audio record or video record 10 to 20 minutes sessions 
over a few days. You could also have another teacher or paraprofessional collect this data, 
However the addition of other adults in the classroom always confounds variables with the 
classroom.
  Identify Target Behaviors.  The second step is to identify those behaviors we want to 
reinforce. In this case we want to improve the on-task performance of Willow (see Willow 
sheet).			We	want	to	be	specific	about	these	behaviors,	therefore	we	are	going	to	praise	Willow	
anytime her head is facing in the direction of the teacher, or she is working on the assigned 
task.
Considering that the 
teacher is the adult in the room, 
guess whose shoulders that falls 
on?
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 Observe the Student.  In order to know if  any intervention is working we need 
to utilize data. Therefore, it’s important to note Willows attention to task consistent with 
our target behaviors. We suggest using something like the daily behavior reporting system 
(DBRS; Chafouleas, Riley-Tillman, & Sassu, 2006), or a similar system like the above-
mentioned class dojo. 
 Provide BSP.   Once we have a reasonable baseline on Willow’s attention to task (3 
to 5 data points over consecutive days), we can begin utilizing BSP to determine if it works 
with Willow.  Remember, Willow is used to being left alone and believes you don’t like her 
considering most of the interactions you’ve had have been negative.   Thus, there maybe 
some pushback at the beginning, but it is important to persevere and developing and more 
positive relationship.
 Monitor BSP.  Similar to evaluating current rates of praise, It’s also important 
to monitor the delivery of BSP.   For example, we maybe following us carefully crafted 
script however our delivery still seems sarcastic, insincere, or mean. Therefore, we should 
either have another adult monitor our use of the praise statements, or utilize the recording 
techniques that were discussed previously. It’s also important that we note if our ratio of 
using	behavior	specific	praise	to	general	praise	has	increased.
 Seek Student Input.   The	final	component	here	is	seeking	input	from	the	student.	
Willow may not like the fact that you are now paying closer attention to her, and also 
increasing attention from her peers. Therefore, it may be in the best interest of Willow for 
the two of you to come to an agreement on how BSP statements can be delivered without 
embarrassing her. For example, a hand signal could we developed for the teacher and the 
student that signals the praise statement.  
When your author was in high school, he 
did not take compliments well and anytime his mother tried to praise 
him he became annoyed. This happened when he did well and she praised him, or 
when he did poorly, and she tried to make him feel better.   After much deliberation, the 
two came together and decided that under both positive and negative circumstances, the 
proper praise statement was, “Mickey, you suck!”   This tradition has continued 





correction is typically thought of as a Tier2 intervention, though its utility as an individualized 
intervention is also sound (Colvin, Sugai, & Patching, 1993; Ennis, Scwaab, & Jolivette, 
2012).  Pre-correction is a preventative strategy that has been shown to reduce a variety 
of problem behaviors through a systematic process (Colvin et al., 1993).  While it may be 
that simply discussing with a student prior to a possible problem situation may alleviate 
disturbances, Colvin and colleagues describe pre-correction as a seven step process.  
 Identify Context and Target Behavior.  Similar to conducting any behavioral 
intervention,	pre-correction	first	step	is	to	identify	both	the	context	for	the	behavior	and	
the	predictable	behavior	in	that	context.		So,	the	first	step	in	the	process	is	to	conduct	a	
brief structural behavioral assessment (Losinski,Maag, Katsiyannis, & Ryan, 2015).  This 
assessment	would	look	at	specific	contexts	where	the	behavior	is	more	likely	to	occur,	
much like a functional  behavioral assessment, but without data collection on maintaining 
consequences	of	behaviors.		In	essence,	we	would	be	looking	at	the	specific	times	of	day,	
location, and other variables when the behavior is likely to occur.  For our illustrative 
purposes, we are going to discuss Willow’s inattention in math class, and drawing mean 
pictures	of	the	teacher.		The	context	of	the	situation	is	math	class,	specifically	when	Mr.	Zeller	
is there. 
 Define Expected Behavior.  Obviously, Willow drawing pictures of Mr. Zeller during 
math class is not a good thing.  Therefore, we need to identify the acceptable behaviors during 
math.  In this case, we will be looking for Willow to refrain from drawing pictures of Mr. 
Zeller, and attending two assigned tasks. You might say not drawing all, but in this instance we 
may wish to go with baby steps, and settle for not taunting Mr. Zeller. In some instances, the 
school may have school-wide expectations for certain areas (e.g., lunch room rules), and those 
expectations can be substituted for the expected behavior.
 Modify the Context.  Modifying	the	context	may	be	the	most	difficult	part	of	pre-
correction. Much like the structural behavioral assessment described earlier, to the extent 
appropriate, changes are made to the context to increase instances of pro-social behavior.  As 
Ennis, Schwab, & Jolivette, 2012 describe, “For example, if a teacher examines classwide data 
and notices that there are high levels of problem behaviors while using manipulatives in the 
classroom, he or she can reorganize how manipulatives are stored, ensure there are enough 
for everyone to have their own set” (pp. 41).  With respect to Willow, aside from being able 
to change her schedule so that she is not in Mr. Zeller is class anymore, we would need to be 
creative on how exactly to change the context.  One idea may be to change Willow’s seat to 
Mr. Zeller
Born: 10/17/1970
Place of Birth: Shreveport, LA    11
Education:  B.S.  Math, 
M.A.T Math Ed. 
Experience:  20 years!!!!!         
Background Info. 
Mr. Zeller has been a teach-
er for 20 years!  20 YEARS!  
He has seen all of your fancy 
educational fads.  He holds the 
school records for most disci-
pline referals in a year (337) 
and a day (13).  Strong believer 
in Corporal Punishment.
Classroom Info.
Mr Zeller counts tardies, 
has assigned seating and plays 
favorites.  You will address 
him as ‘Sir’, and will go to the 
bathroom between classes, not 
while he’s delivering his daily 
lectures.  Expect homework.  A 
lot of homework.
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the location provides more or less supervision. Without going through the entire structural 
behavioral assessment, however these changes would be guesswork. It should be noted, 
however that the structural behavioral assessment process while laborious is more likely to 
come up with contextual variables that can be manipulated to improve the student behavior. 
 Practice the Expected Behavior.  The next step in the process involves providing 
opportunities to rehearse the expected behavior.  This could be accomplished through the 
teacher reviewing the expected behavior, have the student convey that they understand what 
is expected, and provide an opportunity to demonstrate that they can accomplish the expected 
behavior. This could also be an opportunity where video modeling (see Losinski, Wiseman, 
White, & Balluch, 2016) could be used to reinforce the expectations that are to happen in the 
classroom.
 Reinforce the Expected Behavior.  Obviously reinforcement of the expected behavior 
is contingent on the student’s utilization of the preferred behavior.  According to Ennis et al., 
(2012), reinforcement could be delivered on a daily, weekly or even a monthly basis.  Teachers 
should discuss with the student what an effective reward would be for them.  In the case of 
Willow, lots of mascara, black lipstick, and drawing pads. It might also be that we would 
allow Willow extra time drawing if she demonstrates the expected behaviors. 
 Provide Prompts for the Expected Behavior.  This is the part of Pre-correction that 
coined the term!  In this step we create a plan to remind the student to engage in the expected 
behavior.  According to Ennis et al., (2012), this could involve a system of least-to-most 
prompts, where the intensity of prompts is increased concurrent with the student failing to 
demonstrate the expected behavior. In Willow’s case, we would discuss with Willow prior to 
math class what the expectations are for math class.  The prompts are intended to remind the 
student of the expectations of the new situation before entering it. In this way they are able to 
cognitively rehearse their successes before entering the context. 
 Monitor Progress.  As with the use of the other behavior management strategies 
detailed here, progress monitoring is a central part.  It will always be important to determine if 
this	intervention	is	paying	off,	or	if	modifications	need	to	be	made	to	it.	Additionally,	certain	
methods of reinforcement may necessitate keeping accurate records so that reinforcement 
could be given at later time.  For example, if Willow were to earn a piece of illustration board 
and	a	broad	tip	Prismacolor	pen	for	exhibiting	appropriate	behaviors	over	five	consecutive	
days, an accurate measurement system that she is aware of would need to be in effect. Again, 
the daily behavior report system could be utilized in this fashion. 
 Summary.  The	methods	detailed	in	this	chapter	reflect	state	of	the	art,	low-intensity	
interventions that are effective in reducing problematic behavior.  It should be noted that none 
of these are guaranteed to work for every child, however they allow teachers in the secondary 
schools validated starting points with which to address, common student problems.   It should 
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also be noted that they do not have to be used in solidarity.  Indeed, the three interventions 
discussed herein could easily be worked into a single behavior intervention plan where BSP 
and pre-correction are used within a check-in, check-out home note system. 
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General OUTLINE of this chapter
~Case Study
~Issues Related to Transition
~Self-Determined Learning Model of Instruction
~Self-Directed IEPs
The start of this chapter is going to follow a different course by beginning with a story.  Rick (name is changed) was a student of mine when I was a high school art teacher in Florida. At this point in time, I had already been a teacher of students with 
emotional disturbance (ED) in a self-contained setting and had moved on to teaching art.
I had a reasonable understanding of special education practices, but clearly not enough.   




But I digress…  At	the	age	of	five	or	six,	Rick	was	a	typically	developing	child	who	
happened to have abnormally large calves.  Sometime during his sixth year, he pulled a 
muscle in his calf and it never healed.  He was later diagnosed with muscular dystrophy 
(MD), a progressive disease which results in the muscles wasting away.  By the time I had 
met Rick, he was a 10th grade student who was bound to a wheelchair and had only slight 
use of both hands. As is the case with persons with MD, his brain continued to function 
normally and he was a very bright student and artist.  
 Throughout his time with me, I accommodated his disability by altering his desk 
and work area, and any art supplies he would choose to use. He also had a full-time 
paraprofessional who helped him with every-day tasks like sharpening pencils, using the 
restroom etc..  The accommodations that I was giving him, though not required in his IEP, 
were	sufficient	to	help	him	access	the	art	curriculum.			I	along	with	most	members	of	the	
school, accommodated Rick’s needs as best we could without the formal IEP meeting, 
because he was a good kid and obviously needed assistance.  For one reason or another, I 
was never asked to attend one of Rick’s meetings, so was not aware of the contents of the 
IEP. 
Though I was never aware of the contents and implementation of the IEP as a whole, 
one vital piece, particularly for someone like Rick, that was obviously missing was a 
meaningful transition plan for when he graduated.   I was not aware until near the end 
of his senior year that the contents of the transition plan written for him did not include 
assistance with applying for colleges, and more importantly negotiating the transition 
between services provided by the school and those that would be necessary to allow him to 
live independently. There was no reason that Rick should not have attended college after 
graduation, provided he knew how to negotiate the health system and how he could care for 
himself.   However, the transition plan did not account for these things, and no services or 
training were provided to help Rick believe it possible to do these things.  As a result, one 
This is no excuse, legally or 
morally, BTWs…
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week after graduation Rick was moved to an assisted living facility because his family did not 
have the means to care for him, and did not know how to get the services that he needed.  Two 
years later, Rick died in that assisted living facility of complications from pneumonia.
Issues Related to Transition
Transition and Students with Disabilities.  Outcomes for students with disabilities are 
particularly dismal compared to non-disabled youth despite efforts to include students with 
disabilities in the general education curriculum and laws to provide for post-secondary 
transition (e.g., IDEA).  According to the National Longitudinal Transition Survey 2 (NLTS-
2; Wagner, Newman, Cameto, Garza, & Levine, 2005), in the four years after graduation 
only 58% of youth with disabilities were employed full-time.   Regarding post-secondary 
education, 45% of youth with disabilities were enrolled in some typeof educational system 
within four years of leaving secondary school.  Further, only 25% of these youth reported 
living independently (on their own, not with parents/guardians) after leaving school.    
Local school districts have been required to provide transition plans to students with 
disabilities since the 1990 authorization of the IDEA.   Amendments to the act in 1997 and 
2004 resulted in a results-oriented plan that facilitates movement from K-12 education to 
post-secondary intentions.  Currently, under the IDEA, transition plans are required to be 
in the student’s IEP when the child turns 16.  As with all federal laws, States are allowed to 
provide more services, but not less. For example, States could require transition plans at the 
age of three, but not at the age of 17, because postponing until 17 would provide less services 
to the child rather than more.  Thus, Kansas has adopted a requirement that transition plans be 
implemented in the IEP when the student turns 14 years of age.  
Providing for meaningful transition goes beyond simply stating a plan but has been linked 
to a student’s self-determination (Shogren, Wehmeyer, Palmer, Rifenbark, & Little, 2015).  
Self-determination is a broad concept referring to a student’s disposition as revealed through 
operating as the “causal agent” (Wehmeyer, 2015, pp. 20) in their life by establishing their 
own goals and trajectory of their existence.   Decades of research have concluded that students 
with disabilities operate with less self-determination than their typically developing peers, 
I know, this was a downer, but 
it’s an important story!
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which then leads to poorer transition outcomes post-schooling (Shogren, Palmer, Wehmeyer, 
Williams-Diehm, & Little, 2012; Shogren et al., 2015; Wehmeyer, 2015; Wehmeyer & 
Metzler, 1995).
This can be seen in the limited number of students with disabilities who live outside 
the home following school (Wagner et al., 2005).  Additionally, recent research has 
shown positive results of interventions to increase the self-determination of students with 
disabilities that then leads to encouraging post-secondary transition outcomes.   These 
interventions have included a focus on (a) student involvement and educational planning, 
(b) access to the general education curriculum, (c) goal attainment, and (d) positive 
employment and community inclusion outcomes (Shogren et al., 2012; Shogren, Wehmeyer, 
Palmer, Forber-Pratt, Little, & Lopez, 2015; Wehmeyer, Palmer, Lee, Williams-Diehm, & 
Shogren, 2011).   Therefore, when we speak to improving student transition outcomes, a 
key component is improving the student’s self-determination. The remainder of this chapter 
will be devoted to strategies designed to improve the self-determination of students with 
disabilities and include students in their individual education programs that will hopefully 
ensure outcomes for students like Rick are not the norm.
Self-Determined Learning Model of Instruction
As discussed previously, self-determination is a major component of post-secondary 
transition, thus, this section will discuss an intervention that has been used to improve the 
self-determination skills of students with disabilities with a great deal of success (Shogren 
et al., 2012).   The method is called the Self-Determined Learning Model of Instruction 
(SDLMI; Wehmeyer, Palmer, Agran, Mithaug, & Martin, 2000).  The SDLMI, according 
to Wehmeyer and colleagues, includes four important features of self-determined behavior: 
(a) acting autonomously (choice making), (b)self-regulating behavior (having control over 
actions), (c) acting in an empowered manner (feeling and acting capable), and (d) behaving 
in a self-realizing way (internalizing the effect of the actions one takes). While we cannot 
go	into	specific	detail	of	the	SDMLI	model	in	this	chapter,	we	will	describe	processes	for	
how teachers can supportstudents in learning and using self-determination skills, setting 
meaningful goals, working towards goals related to academics and transition, and achieving 
better outcomes in post-secondary life.
Participant Roles.  Roles for the participants in the SDLMI differ from the more 
traditional roles happening in the classroom.  For example, the teacher switches from the 
leader of the class, to a(n):  (a) facilitator who provides support, rather than acting as an 
authority	figure,	(b)	instructor	who	provides	resources	to	the	student,	and	(c)	advocate	who	
provides support and collaboration with the student (Wehmeyer et al., 2007).  The student 
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SDLMI Necessary Vocabulary
Problem – something that keeps people from getting what they want (such as getting a
driver’s license; a problem might be passing the state driver’s test if you cannot read the 
test).
Discuss examples of problems that are not just “bad things” (for example, life holds many




Barrier – something that stands in the way of getting what you want; something that 
blocks
your progress (I want to succeed in math class, but I don’t know how.)
Goal – something you set out to do, something you work to make happen.
(Wehmeyer et al. 2007, pp. 16)
transitions	from	the	typically	more	passive	role	to	a	more	active	figure	it	in	their	education.		It	
would be expected that the student works in collaboration with the teacher to attain whatever 
goal they are working on.  Obviously, the amount of autonomy the student can take in this 
process would dependent upon the skill level of the students, but the main goal is to allow the 
student to have as much control and independence in the process as possible.  
The Three Stages of the SDLMI Model.  SDLMI is comprised of three stages, containing 
four student questions each, to guide the student through the development of the plan.  The 
first	stage	is	designed	to	help	the	student	define	actionable	goals.	The	second	stage,	assists	the	
students in developing an action plan to meet the goal. Finally, the last stage involves self-
evaluation of the student’s accomplishment of the goals that they developed (Wehymeyer 
et	al.,	2007).		While	much	of	the	process	is	directed	through	the	student	answering	specific	
questions in a formalized manner, it is important to try to maintain a conversational approach 
rather	than	handing	out	worksheets	and	having	the	students	fill	them	out.		Additionally,	
teachers	should	try	to	ensure	that	the	student	is	using	the	first-person-singular	(e.g.,	“I	will	eat	
at Arby’s”) when they are describing the process to ensure that they are thinking about them 
self when doing developing the process. Similarly, it is important to provide only as much 




the student can experience the methods and give them opportunities to succeed. This could 
be done through setting a goal that can be accomplished within a month’s time, or shorter, 
such as a unit assignment in class (Wehymeyer et al., 2007).
Stage 1:  Goal Development.  One	of	the	first	things	we	need	to	do	when	teaching	the	
SDLMI model is identify the goal (Wehymeyer et al., 2007). As suggested earlier, when 









will be developed in Phase 2.) (Wehymeyer, et al., 2007, pp. 19).
When conducting this stage with the student, it is important the teacher take a supportive 
role. It is Okay to ask open-ended questions and slightly change the questions in order 
to elicit a response. If the student comes up with a number of ideas, help the student 
prioritize goals and make decisions about which takes priority. Next, label the goals in the 
order of priority (students should be supported in writing down their answers).  Finally, 
as they go through each of the questions, facilitate discussion of the possible barriers and 
problems	associated	with	a	specific	question.	For	example,	let’s	say	that	we	are	working	
through this model with Timmy. Timmy is 
interested in learning how to utilize 
the	internet	to	find	information	about	
a topic in his science class. Timmy 
is	semi-proficient	with	a	Windows	
PC environment where he only 
uses Google Chrome to browse the 
internet.  The school computers are Mac and 
do not have Google Chrome installed on 
them.  Under question two, “What do I know 
about	it	now?”	(Wehymeyer	et	al.,	2007,	pp.	
19) Timmy could describe how he knows 
how to use the internet on his home computer, 
however barriers that would affect his ability 
Me Again!!!
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to attain this goal would be learning how to use:  (a) the Mac environment, and (b) the Safari 
browser.
Stage 2:  What is My Plan?  The second stage of the SDMLI model involves formulating a 
plan to meet the goal described in stage one.  Another set of four questions guide the student’s 






about the goal and determining their present level of performance or baseline. For example, 
in	the	Timmy	scenario	we	were	just	describing,	an	answer	to	question	five	could	include	
watching a video on utilizing a Mac-based environment.  
	 Next,	he	could	identify	his	propensity	to	procrastinate,	or	inability	to	find	a	video	to	
show him how to use it.  He could then describe how he could schedule times into his day to 
ask	the	librarian/media	center	person	to	help	him	find	resources	on	using	a	Mac.			Question	
eight is then answered once the preceding questions have been answered.  
 The teacher’s role in each of these questions is, again, to facilitate the student in problem 
solving a scenario that would allow him/her to meet their goal.   When helping the student 
to address methods to utilize in creating the action plan, preference should be given to the 
use of student-directed strategies (e.g., self-monitoring, self-evaluation), rather than those 
necessitating someone else delivering instruction. For example, with Timmy, we did good in 
having him establish a schedule, however some of the plan requires the media center person to 
aide him.   Perhaps we could have led him to a scenario where he would’ve scheduled a time 
to	get	on	a	PC	and	find	a	tutorial	on	using	Safari	on	a	Mac.	However,	this	gets	into	the	adults 
tell him what to do, rather than Timmy acting as the causal agent conundrum that we are trying 
to avoid.
 Stage 3:  Self-Evaluation.  The	final	stage	of	the	SDLMI	model	is	the	self-evaluation	
phase	where	students	ask	themselves,	“what	have	I	learned?”	(Wehmeyer	et	al.,	2007,	pp.26).			
The	four	questions	in	this	stage	can	be	separated	into	two	categories.		The	first	two	questions	
address whether, or not, the student has been effective in achieving his/her goal, while the 
second two questions determine whether future action needs to be taken.
I know, this is kind 







 Within the self-evaluation component of the SDLMI model, teachers should help the 
students evaluate their progress, not only towards meeting the goal, but also in relation to 
where they started, taking note of any and all progress that has been made. With regard to 
the	final	two	questions,	one	of	three	possible	outcomes	should	be	documented:	(a)	the	goal	
has been achieved, (b) progress has been made, but the goal has not been achieved, or (c) 
the goal has not been met.   In the event the goal has not been made, students can either 
revise the goal (go back to stage 1) or the action plan (going back to stage 2).  
	 When	discussing	the	final	stage	with	the	student,	teachers	should	help	guide	the	
student towards making a decision that is right for the circumstances. For example, in 
Timmy’s case, though it’s entirely likely that Timmy will achieve this goal, in the unlikely 
event he does not, teachers should help him examine whether or not the goal was relevant to 
his needs or if a new action plan is the right option.
Self-Directed IEPs
Complementing self-determination, self-directed IEP’s (Martin, Marshall, Maxson, &




would take the phrase whenever appropriate to be an inconclusive statement, meaning the 
student should only be excluded in limited circumstances.   Further, the regulations of the 
IDEA state that, “The LEA must invite a child with a disability to attend the child’s IEP 
Team meeting if a purpose of the meeting will be the consideration of the postsecondary 
goals for the child and the transition services needed to assist the child in reaching those 
goals” (34 CFR 300.321(b)).  Therefore, according to federal mandates, the child must be 
asked	to	be	included	in	the	IEP	meeting	no	later	than	at	the	first	meeting	of	the	IEP	that	
will be in effect when the student turns 16 years of age (14 in Kansas). Unfortunately, 
I wonder what they 
will choose...
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the meaningful inclusion of students in the IEP process has been consistently poor (Arndt, 
Konrad, & Test, 2006;  Powers, Turner, Matuszewski, Wilson, & Phillips, 2001; Van Reusen 
& Bos, 1994).  While the student may be present during the meeting, their involvement often 
only involves asking what they want to be when they grow up and other transition related 
items.  However, research has begun to examine the impact of teaching students to direct 
their IEP meetings in order to more fully include them in the process (Arndt, Konrad, & Test, 
2006).   It doesn’t take a great deal of research to come to the conclusion that a student who is 
involved in the crafting of their IEP will likely buy into the program that is being developed 
for them, and also understand the services that are to be provided for them and why.
 The Self-directed IEP (Martin, Marshall, Maxson, & Jerman, 1996) is a program 
developed to help facilitate student involvement in the IEP meeting.  The program consists of 
11, 45-minute to one-hour lessons, that sequentially guide students through the IEP process 
with a focus on students leading the meeting. The program includes a teacher manual, student 
workbook,	and	two	videos	that	show	the	process	utilizing	a	fictitious	student	(Zeke)	as	an	
example. Once again this section of the chapter is not intended to be an exhaustive guide 
as the full materials can be accessed through the following site: http://www.ou.edu/content/
education/centers-and-partnerships/zarrow/choicemaker-curriculum/choicemaker-self-
determination-materials.html.
 The Self-directed IEP model follows a model-lead-test method of teaching where 
the teacher, or other person (in this case video example), models the behavior, students are 
lead	through	practice	of	the	behavior,	and	finally	students	are	assessed	on	their	ability	to	
perform the behavior.  Each lesson follows a set pattern including: (a) review of previously 
studied material, (b) preview of the current lesson and necessary vocabulary, (c) video that 
models the current method, (d) mock situation for practice, (e) workbook activity, (f) teacher 
demonstration,	(g)	and	finally,	a	chance	for	the	student	to	demonstrate	the	learned	material	
(Martin et al., 1996).
 Lesson 1:  Begin Meeting. In	the	first	part	of	this	curriculum,	students	will	learn	how	
to begin the meeting by introducing themselves and stating the purpose of the meeting. This 
first	lesson	provides	an	overview	of	the	purpose	of	the	meeting	and	what	an	IEP	is.	It	is	
also important at this point to discuss an appropriate tone of voice for the meeting and the 
importance of eye contact.
 Lesson 2:   Introduce Everyone.  Next up is teaching students to introduce the 
members of the IEP meeting.  It’s important at this point to describe both who is in attendance, 
and also the necessary team members and their job duties when conducting an IEP meeting.  
Necessary team members and their respective roles are outlined in the Figure 9.  It is 
important that the student describe who completes each role in his meeting, and is able to 
describe their job to others.
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 Lesson 3:  Review PLAAFP.  For this step, students will need a copy of their current 
IEP.  Teaching students about goals requires discussing the concept that goals need to be 
measurable and measured.  For example, a goal stating, “I want to be a rapper when I grow 
up” is not really measurable considering the ambiguity of what constitutes a rapper 
and the term grown.  It could be said that if the kid tries to rap, then he’s a rapper. We have 
no way of knowing.  Martin et al., (1996) suggest having the students write down one or two 
of their current goals and discussing the actions they would take in order to meet their goals. 
Macklemore?
Figure 9
Required Members of the IEP Team
(B) Individualized education program team.--The term `individualized education program 
team’ or `IEP Team’ means a group of individuals composed of--
 (i) the parents of a child with a disability;
 (ii) not less than 1 regular education teacher of such child (if the child is, or may 
be, participating in the regular education environment);
(iii) not less than 1 special education teacher, or where appropriate, not less than 1 
special education provider of such child;
 (iv) a representative of the local educational agency who--
(I)	is	qualified	to	provide,	or	supervise	the	provision	of,	
specially designed instruction to meet the unique needs 
of children with disabilities;
(II) is knowledgeable about the general education curriculum; and
(III) is knowledgeable about the availability of resources of the local 
educational agency;
(v) an individual who can interpret the instructional 
implications of evaluation results, who may be a member 
of the team described in clauses (ii) through (vi);
(vi) at the discretion of the parent or the agency, other 
individuals who have knowledge or special expertise regarding 
the child, including related services personnel as appropriate; and
(vii) whenever appropriate, the child with a disability.
(20 U.S.C. § 1414(d)(1))
Usually the 
Principal, but could be 
someone else....
Usually psy-
chologist, but could be 
the SPED teacher.
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Additionally, students should take note of whether or not they believe they have completed 
these goals and how to amend the goal if necessary.
 Lesson 4:  Ask for Feedback.  The next lesson has the student respond to feedback 
from others regarding their goals. The word feedback in this sense more accurately describes 
the concept of progress monitoring.  For example, students should discuss and describe how 
progress towards their goal is going to be measured and by whom. Finally, students should 
describe how this information is presented both to the students and their parents.
 Lesson 5: School and Transition Goals.  In addition to annual educational goals, 
students will also be tasked with developing their transition goals. According to Martin et 
al., (1996), transition has four main areas: (1) Education, (2) Employment, (3) Personal, 
and (4) Daily living. Educational transition outcomes include high school classes, trade 
school, community college, and university. Employment goals would be discussed for both 
short-term and long-term career aspirations. Personal transition would include things like 
hobbies, relationships, and overall health. Finally, daily living includes daily living skills, 
transportation, and living arrangements.  When developing goals in these areas, it’s important 
to choose goals with interests, and limitations in mind.   Students would then write down 
examples of their interests along each of the four categories, and their skills and limitations 
related to those interests.
 Lesson 6:  Ask Questions.   A fundamental component of being a self-determined 
person is the ability to ask questions to increase understanding.  Thus, a key component to the 
Self-directed IEP program is ensuring that the student is able and empowered to ask questions 
to help guide the process.   Once again, we will want to engage the student in practice sessions 
that allow the student to practice using a polite and respectful tone of voice.   To frame this in 
a class session, the teacher may give sample statements that may be heard in an IEP meeting 
such as, “Rick needs to improve his ability to advocate for himself.”   In the event the student 
doesn’t know the meaning of the word advocate they’ll likely become lost in the conversation 
and their interest may spiral downward until they are sitting passively at the meeting while 
others discuss their goals.
 Lesson 7:  Deal with Differences of Opinion.   This is likely going to be one of the 
more	difficult	tasks	in	the	IEP	process,	and	may	be	one	of	the	key	reasons	students	are	not	
often included in the IEP process.   Indeed, it may also be one of the reasons why parents 
are not truly included to the extent appropriate in the IEP process.   Unless the student is 
empowered, the opinions and directives of the LEA side of the team may go unchallenged. 
To help with dealing with differences of opinion, the authors suggest using the mnemonic 
“LUCK.”  
L isten to and restate the other person’s opinion.
U se a respectful tone of voice.
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C ompromise or change your opinion if necessary.
K now and state the reasons for your opinion (Martin et al., 1996, pp.80).
The strategy helps students to negotiate and advocate for themselves.  Role-playing this 
strategy in a wide variety of situations can you help the student, not only in the IEP meeting, 
but also in daily interactions.
 Lesson 8:  State the Support You’ll Need.   This section has the student review the 
goals they have been constructing and determine what they feel are the necessary supports 
to achieve those goals. As practice, students should look at two of their existing goals and 
make suggestions for what would help them accomplish them. Students should start with 
a perfect world scenario, where they have all conceivable resources at their disposal. That 
shouldn’t be misconstrued to mean that students drift off into La-La-Land 
and say that someone else should do everything 
for them.  These services should be grounded in 
reality and with the aim of encouraging student 
accountability	and	efficacy.
 Lesson 9:  Summarize Goals.  Towards 
the end of the meeting, students will summarize 
the goals that have been agreed upon by the team.  To aid in this, students should practice 
summarizing the main points in each of the four transition areas:  Education, employment, 
personal, and independent living.   Students will work in pairs to summarize existing goals 
in preparation for doing so in the meeting.  By summarizing the goals, students are able to 
reiterate and check for of what the team has agreed upon.
 Lesson 10:  Close Meeting.  You may have noticed that there are other parts of the 
meeting that have not been covered here.  The emphasis of the student-directed IEP is to 
help the student take initiative in their education by helping develop the goals and services 
needed to meet those goals. However, some things that are not discussed within this 
curriculum include the necessity for extended school year, transportation issues (though this 
could be discussed within related services), and other issues that arise in IEP meetings.  The 
Self-directed IEP curriculum next has the student practice closing the meeting by reiterating 
their goals and thanking members for their attendance and input.
 Lesson 11:  Work on IEP Goals Throughout the Year.  Finally, students develop a 
plan for attending to, and working toward their goals throughout the year.   Suggestions for 




That movie was SO 
boring!
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Summary.  Meeting the transition needs of students with disabilities, particularly with 
regard to affecting the post school outcomes, requires that students become self-advocates, and 
as Wehmeyer et al (2000) states, become the “causal agent” (pp. 440) in their lives. Improving 
student self-determination has been shown to be a key factor in school and later outcomes for 
students with disabilities.  One component or strategy of helping students become that causal 
agent is to meaningfully include them in the IEP process.   Of course, this implies that schools 
and school districts are amenable to changing the format of their IEP meetings to allow the 
stakeholder to be the leader, rather than the district. However, the best interest of the child is in 
them being as empowered as possible in their education!
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General OUTLINE of this chapter
~Issues Related to Reading
~Improving Fluency & Vocabulary
~Improving Comprehension
~Reading in the Content Area
Reading is a necessary component of developing a meaningful connection with society (Pullen & Cash, 2011).   Thus, developing reading skills is one of the most vital developmental constructs to ensure a child can access society.  
Unfortunately,	approximately	40%	of	students	have	difficulty	in	reading,	and	80%	of	
students	with	learning	disabilities	experience	difficulty	with	reading	(Mercer,	Mercer,	
& Pullen, 2011; National Center for Educational Statistics , 2005).  The impact of low 




the passage of the No Child left Behind Act of 2001 (now the Every Student Succeeds Act, 
2015)	which	instituted	a	reading	first	initiative	that	strove	towards	the	lofty	goal	of	having	
all children in America able to read by the third grade.  Further, as discussed in Chapter 1, it 
instituted guidelines for evidence-based practices that are to be used to teach students to read 
so	that	the	high	number	of	students	with	reading	difficulties	or	disabilities	might	be	reduced	
by providing high quality instruction that is based on science.
Issues Related to Reading
  The National Reading Panel report (2000) forms the foundation of much of what we 
understand about the reading process and how to effectively assess and provide instruction 
in reading.  Reading is a complex task that may be broken down into two primary areas: 




to comprehend written text. One of the big reasons for this is that if a student has issues with 
the	decoding	process	they	are	using	a	lot	of	metacognitive	processes	making	it	difficult	to	
understand	what	is	being	read.			For	example,	if	the	student		has	difficulty	understanding	or	
decoding individual words their ability to make sense of text will be severely limited.  
  We discussed progress monitoring in the form of curriculum based measurement in 
chapter 2,  and we’ll touch upon it again here. Because decoding is such a large factor in 
reading	achievement	and	the	ability	to	comprehend	text,	assessing	and	specifically	teaching	
methods to increase decoding are of large import (Pullen & Cash, 2011).   With this idea of 
increasing decoding in mind,  Pullen and Cash  suggest placing  an emphasis on assessing 
and instruction in decoding nonsense words. In most cases, publishers of curriculum-based 
measures have developed measures that test students on their ability to decode nonsense 
words in much the same way as letter naming probes.  They further discuss two methods for 
being	able	to	decode	words,		the	first	being		a	process	of	decoding	each	letter	in	sound	form	
and assembling those letters together. The second process involves a process much like whole 
word processes, or site words, where  the students visually matches the printed word and 
associate that with a word in memory.   Nonsense words don’t allow for the second process, 
therefore emphasizing the ability to decode these words leads to improvement in phonological 





naming speed and orthographic processing,  or “the ability to form, store, and access 
orthographic	representations”	(Stanovich	&	West,	1989,	p.	404).		The	most	common	deficit	
among students is phonological processing which regards the ability to access the sound 
structure of words by understanding that individual letters have corresponding sounds and 
that the sounds together form words.  The second characteristic, naming speed refers to the 
ability to look at the written letter or phoneme and process it’s associated sound.  Finally, 
orthographic	processing	deficits	reflect	the	ability	to		perform	the	previous	two	tasks	and	
associate them with concepts within working memory.
 Pullen and Cash (2011)  describe effective reading intervention for students with
difficulties	as	a	process	of	fortifying	the	links	of	the	chain.	If	one	of	the	links	of	the	




recommendations from the national reading panel on how to intervene.
Print Awareness.  Print awareness is described as letter knowledge, knowledge of the text 
on the page being read from left to right top to bottom etc. (Pullen & Cash, 2011).   Print 
awareness is generally  attained through children accessing books with adults.
Phonological/Phonemic Awareness.  Phonological awareness,  or the ability to associate 
sounds with written letters, is the foundational skill of reading. According to the National 
Reading Panel (2000), phonological awareness instruction is not predicated on a more 
is better attitude. they recommended small group instruction of just a few minutes a day, 
perhaps 20 hours per school year, is more than adequate to improve the skills. They also 
suggest that teachers should focus on no more than two strategies  to improve the skills.   
Suggestions include blending to form words, segmenting words and phonemes, adding 
or deleting phonemes to make new words and substituting phonemes to make new words 
(Pullen & Cash, 2011).  
Phonics.  Phonics is generally described as the ability to decode print (Pullen & Cash, 
2011).  As previously discussed, the ability to decode is integral 
to reading achievement. According to Pullen and Cash, 
direct instruction of phoneme-grapheme relationships 
I suggest reading Being and Nothingness 
(Sartre, 1956) to children at an early age so they can begin 





in a set sequence provides practice for the skills, for example using manipulatives. According 
to the national reading panel, two years of phonics instruction should be enough and can be 
delivered and a variety of class sizes. 
	 Remember	Willow?		Well,	it	turns	out	she	was	identified	as	gifted	in	kindergarten,	and	
was in a gifted program for much of her Elementary and middle schooling.  Was she actually 
gifted?	That’s	debatable.	Turns	out	her	mom	was	a	big	advocate	of	marathon	sessions	utilizing	
manipulatives	(flashcards)	from	the	time	she	was	18	month	old.	Thus,	by	the	time	Willow	was	
3 ½ years old, she had a mastery of the alphabetic principle and was able to decode text on 
second and third grade level.
Her mom was able to brag to 
everyone on Facebook how advanced 
Willow was compared to hersame age peers. 
However, is highly unlikely that Willow 
was actually gifted or advanced but was, rather subject to 
rigorous direct instruction from a very early age, which 
accounted for her ability to decode better than her  same age 
peers.  Unfortunately for Willow and her mom, by about the 
third and fourth grade  her peers caught up, and Willow was 
burnout.  
Improving Fluency & Vocabulary
Fluency.  Fluency is indicated by being able to read from text precisely and with expression 
at a familiar pace (Pullen & Cash, 2011).   Fluency is highly associated with reading 
comprehension, which is understandable considering that the ability to read words easily 
unburdens working memory which can then allow those cognitive processes to make sense of 
the text (Laberge & Samuels, 1974).   The National Reading Panel (2000) describes two main 
methods	for	improving	student	fluency.			The	first,	guided oral reading has the student read a 
passage orally a number of times to another person, this could be a teacher paraprofessional 
or student, and the student receives feedback.  Pullen and Cash  make a distinction between 
guided oral reading where a student would be more one-on-one and round robin reading 
where are each student in the class reads aloud from a short passage. The other strategy is 
Can you guess how your trusty 
author	feels	about	gifted	education?
Does this sound familiar to 
anyone?
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independent silent reading, however it is unclear if this strategy is effective and the National 
Reading Panel suggested that the time used for independent silent reading would be better 
used on another strategy.
Vocabulary.  While	being	able	to	decode	words	fluently	is	a	strong	predictor	of	overall	
reading achievement, if the student does not understand the words that they are decoding it 
is virtually impossible to expect that they would be able to make meaning from what they’re 
reading (Pullen & Cash, 2011).   Thus, vocabulary instruction is a key component to helping 
students become more engaged with the text they are reading.   According to the National 
Reading Panel (2000),  increases in vocabulary instruction lead to increases in overall 
reading comprehension.  Repetition, exposure in multiple contacts, and learning in situations 
that utilize diverse vocabulary all help students acquire vocabulary.  While students 
may acquire most vocabulary through indirect means like listening to adults, through 
conversation and television, direct instruction is more useful for important or novel words.
Improving Comprehension
Comprehension.  Reading comprehension is obviously the end goal for all reading 
instruction.  However, reliable and valid measures of reading comprehension have remained 
elusive	to	the	field.	Take	for	example	the	proliferation	of	motivational	reading	programs	like	
Accelerated Reader™ or Reading Counts™.   These programs ask students to read books on 
a certain lack style and take comprehension quizzes from those books. However the quizzes 
for these books have not been tested or validated making them no better than typical teacher 
made tests.  Regardless, teachers continue to use these measures and programs as a means 
to both determine the students grade and their progress within reading, neither of which 
are recommended.  Instruction in comprehension can take many forms including graphic 
organizers and strategy instruction (Pullen & Cash, 2011).
Reading in the Content Area
Improving Reading Outcomes.  As previously described, improving reading capacity 
and	comprehension	is	predicated	on	improving	student	fluency	and	their	vocabulary.			
Therefore, we will describe three methods that have a strong research base testifying to their 
effects on improving student reading. First we will discuss repeated reading which has been 
shown	to	improve	student	fluency.	Next,	we	will	discuss	a	vocabulary	instruction	technique	
known as the Keyword Method.  Third, we will discuss a reading comprehension strategy 
known as collaborative strategic reading.  Finally, we will discuss a method that has been 
found to improve reading in the content area, TWA.
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Repeated Reading.  One of the most widely used and easy to administer interventions to 
increase	fluency	is	repeated	reading	(RR).		The	intervention	practice	has	been	the	subject	of	a	
number of reviews of effectiveness that showed it to be effective particularly at the elementary 
level (Chard, Ketterlin-Geller, Baker, Doabler, & Apichatabutra, 2009; Lee & Yoon, 2017; 
What Works Clearinghouse, 2014).  In general, RR requires a student to sit in a quiet location 
with	a	mentor	(e.g.,	teacher,	para,	peer)	and	reads	a	passage	aloud	until	they	meet	a	fluency	
goal (Therrien, Gormley, & Kubina, 2006).  The following are procedures for performing the 
intervention.
Step 1: Prompt Student. “Read this story the best you can and as quickly as you 
can. Pay attention to what you are reading, as you will need to answer a few 
questions.” 
Step 2: Read Prompts. Ask student to read question-generation prompts (“who, 
what,	where,	when,	how”	questions,	such	as	“Who	is	the	main	character?”	“Where	
does	the	story	take	place?”).
Step 3: Reread. Ask student to reread passage aloud until reaching goal-
    * No less than 2 times.
    * No more than 4 times.
Step 4: Correct Errors.
    * If student pauses during reading, correct word and have student repeat.
    * Correct all other errors after passage read and ask student to repeat them.
Step 5: Praise. Provide feedback to student on improvements in speed and 
accuracy.
Step 6: Adapt and Answer. Ask student to adapt and answer questions you have 
placed on cue cards.
    Error correction process:
a.	If	no	answer	or	incorrect	answer	first	time,	prompt	student	to	look	for	
information	in	the	passage:	“See	if	you	can	find	the	answer	in	the	passage.”
b. If no or incorrect answer second time, point to sentence(s) where answer can be 
found	and	prompt:	“See	if	you	can	find	the	answer	in	this	sentence.”
c. If no or incorrect answer third time, provide answer and point to where you 
found the answer.






four readings, lower the reading material to be used in the subsequent session by 
one grade level.
*	If,	for	three	sessions	in	a	row,	the	student	reached	the	fluency	goal	in	two	
readings or less, raise the reading material to be used in the next session by one 
grade level (Therrien, Gormley, & Kubina, 2006, p. 25).
The Keyword Method.  Mnemonic instruction has been a widely used method to 
improve comprehension and vocabulary acquisition (Bryant, Goodwin, Bryant, & Higgins, 
2003; Scruggs, Mastropieri, & Berkeley, 2010).  According to Scruggs and colleagues, “A 
mnemonic, then, is any procedure or operation designed to improve one’s memory” (p. 
79).		The	specific	mnemonic	strategy	described	here	is	the	keyword	method.		Essentially,	
the keyword method uses a similar sounding proxy for the target word to aid in acquisition 
of the new word.  For example, if we were to use this method to teach Levi the meaning 
of the word depredation, from The Hobbit (Tolkien, 1937, 1938, 1966), which means, “the 
act of preying upon or plundering; robbery; ravage” (Depredation, 2017), we may use the 
keyword predator.  Next, we may show a picture from the movie The Predator to help build 
a concrete representation in his mind.  The following is a step-by-step instruction of the 
keyword method by Uberti, Scruggs, & Mastropieri (2003).
    1. Carefully examine the class reading materials.
    2. Identify important and challenging vocabulary words.
				3.	Make	a	list	of	those	vocabulary	words	and	their	definitions.
	 	 Vocabulary	Word																			 Definition
  Aloft                      High up in the sky
     Specimen                Part of a sample to be studied
     Daze                     In a state of confusion
     Abandon                     To leave behind
    4. Examine each vocabulary word that will be challenging and recode that 
word to an acoustically similar, but concrete and familiar word or what we call a 
keyword or cue word. For example, “leaf” sounds like “aloft.”
   5. Take that keyword and relate it in an interactive picture with the to-be-
remembered	information.	In	this	case,	a	leaf	floating	high	up	in	the	sky.
    6. Use clip art and make the picture.
    7. Think up some relevant teacher instructions for your target student 
population. In this case, something like the following:
Here	is	a	new	way	to	help	you	remember	the	definition	of	some	vocabulary	
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words. When you hear the word “aloft,” think of the keyword “leaf.” Leaf sounds 
like	aloft,	and	it	is	easily	pictured.	What	is	the	keyword	for	aloft?	“Leaf,”	correct!	
Now remember this picture of a leaf high up in the sky. When I ask you what aloft 
means,	first	think	of	the	keyword	that	sounds	like	aloft.	In	this	case	it	is	what?	
Right, leaf. Now think back to the picture with the leaf in it and think about what 
was happening in that picture. Right, a leaf was high up in the sky. That should 
help	you	with	the	definition	of	aloft,	that	is	what?	Correct,	high	up	in	the	sky.
    8. Remember, when using the keyword method:





Collaborative Strategic Reading.  Collaborative strategic reading (CSR) is a small group 
intervention that has been demonstrated to improve the reading comprehension outcomes of 
students with disabilities (Boardman, et al., 2016).  CSR utilizes strategy instruction (Reid, 
Lienemann,	&	Hagaman,	2013)	within	groups	of	five	students	of	different	achievement	levels	
(Klingner & Vaughn, 1998).  After teacher instruction of the methods of conducting CSR, 
groups are formed with the following revolving roles:  (a) leader - discusses the text to read 
and strategy to use; (b) clunk expert - uses clunk cards to remind students of the strategy being 
used (See Figure 10)); (c) announcer – calls on different group members; (d) encourager - 
gives positive feedback; (e) reporter –	reports	the	groups	efforts	to	the	class	after	finished;	and	
(f) time keeper – keeps time The CSR strategy is implemented as follows:
BEFORE READING
PREVIEW:
    S: We know that today’s topic is _____.
    S: Let’s brainstorm and write everything we already know about the topic in our 
Learning Logs.
    S: Announcer, please call on people to share their best ideas.
I think Willow would be well 
suited for this role!
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    S: Now let’s predict and write everything we think we might learn about from 
reading today.








    S: (if someone has a clunk): Announcer, please call on someone to say their 
clunk.
    S: (if someone has a clunk): Clunk Expert, please help us out.
GET THE GIST:
				S:	What	is	the	most	important	idea	we	have	learned	about	the	topic	so	far?	
Everyone think of the gist.
    S: Now we will go around the group and each say the gist in our own words. 
Announcer, please call on someone to share their answer.
    Go back and do all of the steps in this column over for each section.
Figure 10. Click and Clunk Cards
CLUNK CARD #1
    Reread the sentence without the word. Think about what would make sense.
CLUNK CARD #2





    Break the word apart and look for smaller words that you know. 




    S: Now let’s think of some questions to check if we really understood what we 
read. Everyone write your questions in your Learning Log. Remember to start your 
questions with who, when, what, where, why, or how.
    S: Announcer, please call on people to share their best questions.
    S: In our Learning Logs, let’s write down as many statements as we can about 
what we learned.
    S: Announcer, please call on people to share something they learned.
    Compliments and Suggestions:
    S: The Encourager has been watching carefully and will now tell us two things 
we did really well as a group today.
			S:	Is	there	anything	that	would	help	us	do	even	better	next	time?	(Klingner	&	
Vaughn, 1998, p. 35).
Think Before Reading, Think While Reading, Think After Reading.  Reading in 
the content area has received growing attention in recent years, particularly with respect 
to implementing the maligned Common Core State Standards.  Self-regulated strategy 
development (SRSD) has become a heavily researched and validated method for improving 
the reading (Mason, Reid, & Hagaman, Building comprehension in adolescents: Powerful 
strategies for improving reading and writing in content areas, 2012) and writing (Losinski, 
Cuenca-Carlino, Zablocki, & Teagarden, 2014) skills of students with disabilities. A 
particularly effective SRSD intervention to improve comprehension of subject area content is 
the think before reading, think while reading, think after reading (TWA) intervention (Mason, 
2013; Mason, Reid, & Hagaman, 2012).  The intervention is taught in six lessons based 
on explicit instruction and include: goal setting, self-instruction, self-monitoring and self-
reinforcement.  The actual TWA strategy follows the following process which was adapted 
from lesson 2, the teacher modeling lesson in Mason, Reid, and Hagaman (2012):
 SAY, “I’ve gotta read this book for social studies class. The TWA strategy is 
going	to	help	me	figure	out	what	is	going	on	and	remember	it.		So,	what	should	
I	do	first?	Procrastinate?		No.		Mr.	L.	said	I	should	do	three	things	before	I	start	





Wow.  Heavy.  I think I may need to read the second sentence. 
(Read the second sentence.) 
Okay.	So,	let	me	try	to	figure	this	out.		Sartre	is	saying	that	people	have	been	
thinking about what it means to exist and that they’ve been moving from sort of 
conflicting	ideas	of	spirituality,	or	heaven	and	the	reality	of	the	world	we	live	
in towards the idea that existence is based simply on the experience. He used 
the word ‘monism’.  We learned the term monism, it means not believing in the 
distinction between mind and matter, or God and the world.  So, Sartre’s purpose 
is to describe this idea of monism. When an author is describing something, he 
will give main ideas and details. 
(Put a big ol’ CHECK! on the self-monitoring sheet; Figure 2).  
So, step 2 is to think about what I know about monism.” 
Talk to the class about monism. Be sure to discuss vocabulary to be used and 
define	it.
(Put another big ol’ CHECK! on the self-monitoring sheet) 
SAY,” OK, step 3, I need to think about what I want to learn from this huge 
book.  
(Discuss with the class some questions you have about existentialism. CHECK!) 
OKAY!		I’ve	completed	the	first	three	steps	of	the	think	before	reading	part,	and	
I’m ready to get my read on!”
Read the second paragraph at normal speed, then, speed up. Then SAY, “Holy 
Gucamole, this does NOT compute!  Take a breath.  I need to slow down. The 
TWA check sheet says I need to remind myself to slow down otherwise I won’t 
be able to understand what I’m reading.” 
Discuss with students that taking healthy pauses at punctuation marks can help 
with going too fast.
Start reading again at a prudent speed and stop when you get to something that 
can help link to prior knowledge.
(model linking information)
Read again until you hit another spot you don’t understand.
in Being and Nothingness, this 
shouldn’t take too long
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SAY, “Goodness gracious, this is DEEP and confusing… 
(model	reading	it	again	and	checking	the	vocabulary	journal	for	the	definition	of	a	
word you don’t understand.) 
SAY, “Duuuuuuude, I tots get it now. TWA is helping me understand this!”(Model 
reading the rest of the passage using these procedures, paying attention to vocab 
words.)
SAY, “Wow, I know a lot more about existentialism now and am totally 




These markers are gonna help me isolate main ideas and supporting details. I’m 
gonna	do	this	in	the	first	passage.”	
(highlight main ideas in yellow. CHECK! Highlight supporting details in blue.) 
“Right,	what’s	next?		Strike	out	anything	that’s	not	important.”
(Cross out with pencil. Model summarizing the information. CHECK! Repeat for 
each paragraph. Every once in a while, reassure yourself by saying things like, 
“Great Googlymoogly, this is taking forever!  But the more I do it, the faster it’ll 
get,”
Every once in a while, SAY, “This is making it so I can retell what I’m reading. 
I’ve got all the good stuff highlighted!”  
(Model retelling the paragraph. CHECK!)
Summary.  Reading is a necessary skill to allow a person to become connected with society, 
particularly in out increasingly digital society.  Recent efforts in improving the reading of all 
students (e.g., Every Student Succeeds Act, 2015) have unearthed many practices to improve 
reading skills.  Particular attention has been applied to the evidence that many of the reading 
difficulties	experienced	by	our	students	are	a	result	of	poor	instruction,	and	not	a	disabling	
condition.  Thus, the utilization of practices based on validated research practices has been 
mandated	and	those	practices	have	begun	to	be	identified.		The	use	of	the	practices	outlined	
in this chapter within a framework of data-based decision making (as outlined in Chapter 2) 
should help students access the curriculum and life.
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R 7 Strategies for Improving Student Outcomes in Writing
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General OUTLINE of this chapter
~Issues Related to Writing
~Improving Written Expression with STOP + DARE
Much of the current chapter has been reproduced from Self-Regulated Strategy Development for Students with Emotional/Behavioral Disorders in a Residential School with permission from Robin P. Ennis (2013).  While the text of the 
following	includes	refences	specific	to	improving	the	writing	of	students	with	emotional	or	
behavioral disorders (E/BD), the statements apply equally to all students with disabilities.
Writing is a complex activity requiring multiple cognitive processes (Graham 
& Harris, 2003). The National Assessment of Educational Progress writing 
assessment of 2007 found that fewer than 6% of students with disabilities in grades 
8	and	12	demonstrated	proficient	writing	skills	(Institute	of	Education	Sciences,	
2007).  Additionally, writing is required for most living-wage jobs with both 
public	and	private	employers	citing	a	need	for	writing	proficiency	for	occupational	
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success (National Commission on Writing, 2004).
Students	with	difficulties	in	the	area	of	writing	have	difficulty	generating	
and organizing ideas, setting personal writing goals, self-monitoring written 
performance, and revising written work (Harris & Graham, 1996). One 
evidence-based	intervention	that	addresses	all	of	these	difficulties	is	self-	
regulated strategy development (SRSD).  (Ennis, 2013, pp. 44-48).
Issues Related to Writing
Self-Regulated Strategy Development.  SRSD	is	designed	to	address	difficulties	with	
writing as well as attitudes, beliefs, and motivation related to the writing process. The SRSD 
model includes procedures for goal setting, self-monitoring, self-instruction, and self-
reinforcement, and can be generalized to other settings and maintained over time once taught 
to mastery in whole- class, small group, or individual settings (Harris, Graham, Mason, & 
Friedlander, 2008). The six-stage SRSD model is well-aligned with interventions successful 
in improving the academic and behavioral skills of students with or at-risk for E/BD, as it 
incorporates self-monitoring and goal setting, strategies shown to be effective for students 
with E/BD (McDougall, 1998; Mooney, Ryan, Uhing, Reid, & Epstein, 2005).
 Stage 1: Develop background knowledge. Stage 1 of SRSD includes 
developing preskills/background knowledge needed for the genre of writing 
being taught. Teachers lead student(s) through reading examples of the genre of 
writing and teach any related vocabulary (e.g., arguments and counterarguments 
in persuasive writing).  During this stage, the teacher also introduces the skills of 
goal setting and self-monitoring (Harris et al., 2008).
 Stage 2:	Discuss	it.	Stage	2	includes	discussing	the	benefits	of	being	a	good	
writer with particular focus on the genre being taught. The teacher discusses the 
benefits	of	using	a	strategy	to	have	a	systematic	plan	to	use	when	writing.	Then	
the teacher leads the students in examining their current writing performance 
with regard to the essential elements of the targeted genre of writing. This allows 
the students to self-monitor their progress over the course of the intervention. 
During this stage, the teacher introduces the mnemonic strategy to be used and 
helps students identify opportunities to use the strategy (Harris et al., 2008). 
These opportunities may include writing for other subject areas (i.e., science and 
social studies) using expository writing (Mason, Snyder, Sukhram, & Kedem, 
2006) or self-advocating using persuasive writing (Cuenca-Sanchez, Mastropieri, 
Scruggs, & Kidd, 2012).
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 Stage 3: Model it.  During Stage 3, the teacher uses the strategy by modeling 
self-talk while moving through the writing process. Modeling of self-talk, 
including self- instructions, self-questioning, and self-reinforcement, serves as a 
verbal demonstration of the process that skilled writers engage in internally. Self-
talk	models	should	address	all	skills	in	the	writing	process	including:	defining	
a problem, focusing attention, planning, strategy, and statements. The modeling 
of these behaviors should be natural and enthusiastic by the teacher. The meta-
scripted SRSD lessons include modeling scripts to assist teachers in addressing 
all	components	while	still	allowing	teachers	to	adapt	the	presentation	to	fit	their	
teaching style and the needs of their students (e.g., Harris et al., 2008).
 Stage 4: Memorize it. Stage 4 involves memorizing the mnemonic device 
to guide the student(s) through the entire writing process. Memorization also 
involves the student gaining a full understanding of the meaning of each step of the 
mnemonic. There are many mnemonics found in the SRSD literature.  An example 
mnemonic for persuasive writing is STOP and DARE, which stands for Suspend 
judgment, Take a side, Organize ideas, Plan more as you write and Develop your 
topic sentence, Add supporting ideas, Reject an argument for the other side, End 
with a conclusion. An example mnemonic for narrative writing is POW + WWW 




 An example mnemonic for expository writing is TWA + PLANS, which stands 
for Think before reading, think While reading, think After reading and Pick goals, 
List ways to meet goals, And, make Notes, Sequence notes. Teachers may provide 
additional scaffolded supports and opportunities for practice to students having 
difficulty	memorizing	the	mnemonic	(Harris	et	al.,	2008).
 Stage 5: Support it. During Stage 5, teachers support student(s) in their use of 
the strategy during writing. Teachers support student(s) by providing assistance 
and reminders. This stage continues until the students are able to apply the 
strategies independently. During this stage, teachers lead students in generalizing 
the strategy to other settings and writing tasks to promote its maintained use over 
time. Stage 5 is essential for struggling writers, and may take longer for students 
who have weakness in the area of writing (Harris et al., 2008).
 Stage 6: Independent performance. During Stage 6, student(s) should be using 
the strategy fully independently, thus self-regulating their own writing. At this 
time, student(s) who are engaging in self-talk orally (as observed by the model) 
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are encouraged to self-talk in their heads as they utilize the mnemonic during the 
writing process. This stage also involves presenting student(s) with opportunities 
to generalize the strategy learned (e.g., using the mnemonic for writing in 
social studies) as well as presenting any needed booster sessions to promote 
maintenance of strategy use (Harris et al., 2008).  (Ennis, 2013, pp. 44-48).
Improving Written Expression with STOP + DARE
Using STOP and DARE.  One SRSD mnemonic for teaching persuasive writing that has not 
been widely investigated with students with E/BD is STOP and DARE. STOP and DARE 
is an ideal mnemonic for use for students with E/BD for several reasons.  To begin, STOP 
and DARE mirrors language that is common in mindfulness or anger management training 
commonly used with students with E/BD (i.e., encouraging students to stop and think, 
developing possible solutions for both sides in an argument). In addition, STOP and DARE 
includes elements of persuasive writing, such as including a counterargument that is not a 
component of the POW+TREE mnemonic. This is essential given that in many states the high 
school level writing competency tests focus solely on persuasive writing. Further, with the 
move to common core standards in academic content areas, the mnemonic STOP and DARE 
includes essential elements required for writing an argument, which is a standard element of 
the common core.  Finally, as with POW+TREE there is research to suggest that STOP and 
DARE is effective for students with learning disabilities (e.g., Kiuhara, O’Neill, Hawken, & 
Graham, 2012), suggesting that investigations are needed with students with E/BD  (Ennis, 
2013, pp. 51-52).
STOP + DARE  Scripted Lesson.  The following is adapted from lesson 2, the modeling 
exercise, of STOP + DARE, (Harris, Graham, Mason, & Friedlander, 2008).
Step 1 Present Cue Cards and Brainstorming Sheet (See Figure 11). 
(Approximately 5 minutes)
(Give ‘teacher’ cue cards to eight-ish  students. )
SAY, “You’ll take turns placing cue cards on the wall as you start each step.”
Step 2. Model It! ( Approximately 20 minutes)
(Remember: You don’t have to copy what I say word-for-word, and it is 
important to be ENTHUSIASTIC!)  
ESSAY TOPIC: Should DC give up on making live action movies given how 
awful	they	are	compared	to	the	Marvel	Cinematic	Universe	(MCU)?
 SAY, “I’m gonna model for you how to use the STOP and DARE method 
to	write	an	essay.	I’m	going	to	talk	out	loud	while	I	go	so	you	can	witness,	first	
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Figure 11.  Brainstorming Sheet
Suspend Judgment. Brainstorm ideas for and against the topic.
Take a Side. Place a “+” at the top of the box that shows the side you will 
take. 
Organize Ideas. Decide which ideas are strong and which ideas you can 
dispute. 
Plan More as You Write. Remember to use all four essay parts and continue 
planning. 
Now write your essay on another piece of paper.
For (Pro)
1. Batman v. Superman was not 
good.  AT ALL.  Too many story 
lines, Darkseid looked stupid.  Bat-
man	was	played	by	Ben	Affleck.
2. Green Lantern was terrible.  Just 
terrible.  
3. Trying to include Cyborg is a 
very, very, very bad idea.  It just 
looked so incredibly cheesy in the 
brief part of Batman v. Superman….
He wasn’t in all of the Justice 
Leagues so, they should have let it 
go.  But they didn’t.
4. Suicide Squad was pretty darn 
bad.  Outside of the good casting, 
the story was just plain not devel-
oped and stupid.  And Jared Leto’s 
Joker was ridiculously BAD.  In a 
bad way, not a good way.  
Against (Con)
1. Marvel didn’t always make good 
movies (see Daredevil with Ben 
Affleck,	or	rather,	don’t!),	so	there’s	
the possibility of turning it around…
2. Man of Steel wasn’t terrible, and 
set up the DCU for something good.
3. The casting of Aquaman is actu-
ally pretty awesome.
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hand, the rat’s nest that is the inside of my brain. Also, I’m going to show how 
I work out my essays using STOP + DARE.  All you gotta do is sit back and 
watch magic at work!”
 SAY, “First, I need to remember not to be too judge-y.  Remember, ‘haters 
gonna hate’.  So, I’m going to try and forget about the Green Lantern movie and 
brainstorm pros and cons of this question.”
(Hold up brainstorm sheet. Come up with two ideas for each side – pro/con).
 SAY, “There are three cue cards for Step 1, that basically say, ‘Judge not, 
lest ye be Judge Dredd (the Stallone one)’. Card 1 says, ‘Did I list ideas for both 
sides?	If	not,	do	this?’		YES!	I	did	it!	This	is	so	freaking	easy!		OK,	what’s	card	
2	got	for	me?	‘Can	I	think	of	anything	else?	Try	to	write	more.’	Right,	come	up	
with more juicy goodness” 
(Add another idea or two to each side of the brainstorming sheet.  Let students 
help.)
 SAY, “Card 3 says, ‘Another point I haven’t yet considered is… Think of 
possible	arguments.’	Can	I	argue?	Yes	I	can!		Arguing	is,	like,	totally	something	
I’m good at!”  (Pause)
	 SAY,	“Is	there	anything	I	haven’t	thought	of?	I’ve	got	so	much	already,	
what	more	could	there	possibly	be?		OK,	need	to	chill	and	think	of	something,	
something a fanboy would say.” 
(Add something, preferably a ‘pro’.)
 SAY, “SWEET!  Step 1 is done, and this is fun!  Now, I gots to move on 
down the line to step number two. Only one card…  #4.  Says, ‘Take a side.’  So, 
I	pick	a	side.	Which	side,	which	side,	which	side?		Duh,	they	should	stop!		Mr.	
Cue-Card says, ‘Place a “+” at the top of one box to show the side you will take 
in your essay.’  I should be able to remember this, cause it’s on the brainstorming 
sheet…		OK,	Step	3…	‘Organize	Ideas.’		I	need	to	figure	out	which	ideas	are	
solid, and which ones have holes in them...  So, let’s examine these ideas...” 
(Read the pros and decide if they’re any good.  Find at least one that isn’t and 
decide to skip it.)
	 SAY,	“OK,	all	of	my	stuff	is	solid.		So,	what	can	I	argue?	OK,	so	I	need	to	
find	something	I	can	easily	poke	holes	in.”		
(Pick something from the con side of the brainstorming sheet and come up with 
one more con.)
 SAY,  “OK, gotta choose something good…  It’s gotta be something that 
makes it crystal clear why DC should throw in the towel…  I’m rocking on this 
thing!		My	ideas	RULE!		OK,	Let’s	look	at	the	cards	for	step	3…		Card	five	
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says, ‘Put a star next to ideas you want to use.’  OK, rule of three…  Pick three 
arguments I wanna use... “
(place three stars next to ideas you like).
	 SAY,	“What’s	card	six	say?,	‘Did	I	star	ideas	on	both	sides?	Choose	at	least	
___	argument(s)	that	you	can	dispute.’		OK,	I’ve	figured	out	two	arguments...
(place stars next to them).
 SAY, “Card seven, says, ‘Number your ideas in the order you will use them.’ 
OK,	let’s	think	about	this...	How	should	I	order	things?		I	heard	I	should	always	
put	the	weakest	one	in	the	middle,	and	finish	with	the	best…		But	I	could	also	
work it like a map and do them in some type of order so…” 
(Go through a thought process on coming up with the best order).
 SAY, “This is gonna be awesome!  Planning makes perfect…  OK, last step, 
‘Plan more as you write. Remember to use all four essay parts and continue 
planning.  OK, I need to remember to not shut my brain off while I’m working…  
OK, step 4…  Moving on to DARE…  I remember this.” 
(Read the card, ‘Develop your topic sentence. Add supporting ideas. Reject 
possible arguments. End with a conclusion.’)
 SAY, “OK, let’s get to it! Gotta think of DARE while I’m writing…  So, in the 
next lesson, we’ll work on writing the essay.”
	 This	is	followed	by	a	guided	reflection	and	practice.
Summary.  Writing is a critical aspect of schooling, and one that students are continuously 
unprepared for.  Indeed, with the proliferation of social media and texting, even “educated” 
students	are	finding	it	difficult	to	use	key	skills	when	necessary	due	to	the	continued	use	of	
slang, improper grammar, and limited/improper use of punctuation.  Additionally, we have 
witnessed a reliance on technology to aide in the spelling and grammar of written materials, 
though technology can only do so much.  Take for instance the increasing number of 
students in college level classes who interchangeably use the words their, there, and they’re.  
STOP+DARE won’t solve many of these issues, but research has continually shown that it 
will increase the student’s ability to organize their thoughts into cogent text.
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8 Strategies for Improving Student Outcomes in Mathematics
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General OUTLINE of this chapter
~Issues Related to Mathematics
~SOLVE-IT
~Algebra
A large percentage of the population, between 5% and 9%, experience mathematics disabilities which presents chronic challenges (Fuchs, et al., 2011). Mathematics achievement is vital to attaining post-secondary trajectories including entrance 
into college and meaningful careers (Bryant, Bryant, Williams, Kim, & Shin, 2013; Geary, 
2013).  Early intervention is therefore critical, though no one intervention has been shown to 
be effective for all students. For example, a study by Fuchs and colleagues (2005) showed 
that	early	intervention	in	first	grade	provided	significant	reductions	in	math	difficulties	that	
persisted over the following year, however 3 to 6% of the population continued to have math 
related	deficits	(Fuchs,	et	al.,	2005).			Current	emphases	on	real-world	applications	such	as	
those posited in the common core state standards (CCSS) has drawn increased attention to 
word problem solving skills.   As Fuchs et al. (2011)  describe, there is a distinction between 
arithmetic and word problem skills. Arithmetic refers to “computations problems (e.g., 5 + 6 
= 11; 12 – 5 = 7) that cannot be solved via algorithms,” (Fuchs, et al., 2011, p. 434).   Word 
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problems require the student to be able to read and comprehend text to identify information 
to be used in calculatinga problem, thus it requires different skills at the outset.
Issues Related to Mathematics
 Research has suggested that under achievement in mathematics of students with 
disabilities can be traced to a lack of foundational knowledge (Bryant, Bryant, Williams, 
Kim,	&	Shin,	2013).			Specifically,	students	should	have	achieved	automaticity	of	addition	
and subtraction by the end of the third grade and multiplication and division by the end of 
the	fifth	grade.	Lower	fluency	with	the	skills	results	in	increased	use	of	working	memory	to	
accomplish these constructs when trying to solve problems in later math classes.  At present, 
there is no reliable and valid measure that is universally accepted to describe math learning 
disability (MLD; Geary, 2013) as opposed to simply low achievement. Part of this may 
be a result of math having different semi-unrelated facets (e.g., number sense, geometry) 
as compared to reading which is based on a more easily represented learning trajectory 
(letter recognition –> sound recognition –> phoneme recognition etc.).  What is known is 
that between 57 and 64% of individuals with MLD also have a reading disability (Bararesi, 
Katusic, Colligan, Weaver, & Jacobsen, 2005) which suggests that the same environmental 
genetic factors may be at work in both disabilities (Geary, 2013). Research about MLDs is 
generally focused on three areas: (a) numbers, (b) accounting, and (c) arithmetic with little 
attention paid to spatial mathematics (e.g., geometry) and statistics.  However this is likely 
to change with growing attention paid to these areas in schools to improve college and 
career readiness.
 Therefore, when we speak of improving student mathematics outcomes, the Institute 
of Education Sciences’ (IES) practice guide on teaching strategies for improving algebra, 
suggested a focus on developing deeper understanding of algebra, emphasizing process 
over outcomes, and encouraging precise math language (Star, et al., 2015). In light of these 
suggestions, and the current focus on “real world applications” the remainder of this chapter 
will be devoted to strategies designed to improve the 
mathematics of students with disabilities in the secondary 
schools.  First, we will discuss a strategy for improving story 
problem outcomes, Solve-It! (Montague, 2010), followed by 




 Solve It!  is a cognitive strategy instruction that works on the framework that successful 
problem-solving in mathematics is predicated upon a person’s ability to select and utilize 
appropriate strategies for understanding and solving problems (Montague, 2010).  Solve It! 
teaches students to solve math problems through a seven-step, explicit instruction approach 
wherein they: (1) read for understanding, (2) paraphrase the problem, (3) visualize the 
problem, (4) hypothesize the process for solving the problem, (5) estimate the answer, (6) 
compute the problem, and (7) check the answer. As with any strategy I would recommend, 
data should always be the primary indicator of whether or not you should use, or continue 
to use, the program.  Therefore, it is important that frequent assessments are utilized.   The 
Solve It! manual provides all of the materials necessary to get started with implementing this 
program including practice sheets.  Therefore, we are going to provide a quick outline of the 
strategies utilizing an adapted version of the cognitive processes and self-regulation strategies 
and	first	lesson.
Cognitive Processes and Self-Regulation Strategies
Read (for understanding)
Say:  Read the problem.  If I don’t understand, read it again.
Ask:		Have	I	read	and	understood	the	problem?
Check:   For understanding as I solve the problem.
Paraphrase (your own words)
Say:   Underline the important 
information. Put the problem in 
my own words.
Ask:  Have I underlined the 
important	information?			What	is	
the	question?	What	am	I	looking	for?
Check:  That the information goes with the question.
Visualize (a picture or a diagram)
Say:   Make a drawing or a diagram.
Ask:			Does	the	picture	fit	the	problem?
Check:   The picture against the problem information.
Hypothesize (a plan to solve the problem)
Say:   Decide how many steps and operations are needed. Write the operations 
symbols (+, -, x, and /).





Check:   That the plan makes sense.
Estimate (predict the answer)
Say:   Round the numbers, do the problem in my head, and right the estimate.
Ask:			Did	I	round	up	or	down?			Did	I	write	the	estimate?
Check:   That I used the important information.
Compute (do the arithmetic)
Say:   Do the operations of the right order.
Ask:			How	does	my	answer	compare	with	my	estimate?	Does	my	answer	makes	
sense?			Are	the	decimals	or	money	signs	in	the	right	places?
Check:   That all the operations were done in the right order (Montague, 2010, 
pp. 150-151).
Lesson 1:  Introduction, a Play in One Act (adapted from Montague, 2010).  Prep. 
Make folders with a graph for student scores and room for all work. Make class charts for 





Prep. Make folders with a graph for student scores and room for all work. Make class charts for 
either transparencies or in a PowerPoint, also post them on the wall. Make cue cards out of index 
cards.
(A crowded classroom in a small town in Kansas. Mr. Losinski is at the head of the class getting 
ready to teach students all about Solve It! Kids in the class include, Timmy, Levi, and Willow.)
  LOSINSKI
Alright, everyone sit down.
Alright, thank you. So... for the
next two weeks I’m gonna be
teaching you guys a strategy to
help	figure	out	working	out	word
problems. Y’all haven’t been doing
a great job with them, so... I
figure	we’ll	try	this	new	thing,
Solve It! I know y’all don’t like
math, but it’s something you need
to learn. So, one of you tell me
why	you	want	to	improve	your	math?
(no one responds)
Come on, somebody’s got to tell me
something.	Willow?
(she doesn’t look up, but 
shakes her head).
Thank you for responding to me





Okay. Pretend that you do and tell
me why you would want to learn.
TIMMY
Uh.	So,	I	can	figure	out	how	many
pieces of pizza to cut when someone
orders	one?
Losinski jots this down on the board
LOSINSKI
OK. Sure, cutting pizza takes an
understanding of fractions. And
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LOSINSKI (cont’d)
sometimes when people order pizza
they are gonna tell you all kinds
of stuff they want and how much
pepperoni to put on 1/3 of it, and
then 1/3 with pineapple, etc. Now,
Y’all have decent math skills, but
again we are going to transfer the
skills you already have over to
working out these word problems.
(Losinski hands out folders)
Alright, let’s look at the tests
you’ve taken. Right now, I want to
discuss the graph and what a
baseline score is. If you look at
the	first	dot,	that’s	how	you	did
on	the	first	test,	how	many	correct
out of 10 you got. Some of you guys
did alright. Some didn’t, but we
want everybody to do good on all
the problems, all the time. So, for
a goal, let’s say we want everybody
to get seven problems correct out
of 10 on each of the measures for
the rest of time. I’m pretty
confident	that	if	you	guys	apply








How many people like doing word
problems?
(nobody raises hand)
Alright. I get this, most people
don’t. But I think it may be
because they haven’t been
successful at it. If you become a
better story problem solver, I






















Alright. First we’re to work on the
seven part strategy for Solve It!
we’re going to practice the
strategy, then take a test,
practice a little bit more, take
another test... These aren’t really
tests, because they’re not going to
count for your grade, they’re only
to see our improvement. That’s all
we’re doing today. Then, the next
couple of weeks we’re going to keep
doing these tests and track our
progress in our folders. Does
anyone	have	any	questions?
Smashing! Let’s get started.
(pause)
OK, some people who do good on
story problems do a lot of stuff in
their heads when they solve these
problems. These are called
metacognitive processes. Someone





It’s what you get handed by one of
those dudes who comes to your house
and makes you take things that
force you to go to court, or you go
to jail.
LOSINSKI
Um. Okay. You’re talking about a
process server... That’s a little
bit different than what I’m talking
about. But you’re right, good job,
thanks for answering, Timmy. So,
the process that I’m talking about
is a thinking skill. Everybody,
what’s	a	process?
LEVI
The dude that hands you something





A metacognitive process is a
thinking skill
LOSINSKI
Thank you. So, research has shown a
Good problem solvers use seven
processes when they solve word
problems. I got these in a book
seeking keep and study at home it’s
also on that big chart over there
so that we can use it.
Point to big process chart. The following goes through a strategy of reading, explaining, modeling, 
and questioning.
LOSINSKI
So, good problem solvers, start by





They read for understanding, very






Very good. willow. Next, they

















parasailing once. Said it was
awesome.
LOSINSKI
No. It is not even a little like
parasailing, Timmy. It is
shortening a long passage into it’s
main parts in your own words. What
is	paraphrasing?
CLASS
Shortening stuff in your own words.
LOSINSKI
Shortening stuff in your own words
that’s right. Timmy what is
paraphrasing?
TIMMY
Making stuff shorter in your own
words.
LOSINSKI
That’s right, good job, Timmy.
Next, visualizing. They use objects
in some kind of picture or diagram




Making a picture in their head. 
LOSINSKI
That’s right, making a picture in
their head. Willow, what is
visualizing?
WILLOW
Imagining I am not in this class.
LOSINSKI
Very good, Willow that is a form of
visualizing. Not of a math problem,
but still visualizing. Next, they
hypothesize. Anybody know what: to
hypothesize	is?
TIMMY
Is that like those lotions they
make so you don’t have to take
Benadryl?
LOSINSKI
That is hypoallergenic. Not
hypothesize.	Anyone	else?	A





That’s right, an educated guess.
Levi	what	is	a	hypothesis?
LEVI
Educated guess. Like, this class is
never gonna end.
LOSINSKI
Very good. An educated guess. So,
then people estimate the answer.
Raise your hand if you know what an
estimate means...
(crickets)
Estimating means making a
prediction...
WILLOW
Isn’t that the same thing as a
hypothesis?
LOSINSKI
Essentially, yes. However, the
hypothesis in this case it’s more 
about establishing a plan to solve
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LOSINSKI (cont’d)
the problem, where as the
estimation is our guess at an
answer.
WILLOW
That’s not really what hypothesis
means.
LOSINSKI
I appreciate that you understand
the semantic lack of differences
between hypothesis and estimation,
Willow. However, I think we can
move on... People tend to estimate
the answer before they even start
doing math. Then they do the math
get an answer and compare it. So
after they estimate they compute,





Doing the math. That’s right. Levi,
what	is	computing?
LEVI
Getting my math on.
LOSINSKI
That’s right, Levi. Last, good word
problem people check their work.
Means checking to make sure That
they’ve the right calculations,
they have set up their problem
right. Sometimes they use reverse
operations. so like using
subtraction	to	figure	out	an
addition problem. Why do you check
math	word	problems?	To	make	sure
you get it right.
(switch to: say, ask, check)
So, good problem solvers also do
stuff in their head. First thing






   The IES practice guide Teaching Strategies for Improving Algebra Knowledge in 
Middle and High School Students (Star, et al., 2015) provides three broad recommendations 
for improving the algebra skills of 
students.  The three strategies include 
using solved prolems to engage learners, 
teach students to use the structure 
of equations, and teach students to 
intentionally	choose	specific	strategies	
to solve problems.  The following is a brief outline of the concepts and ways to implement 
them in your classroom.  
Recommendation 1:  Use Solved Prolems to Engage Learners.  The IES practice 
guide (Star, et al., 2015) suggests teachers should encourage the use of solved problems 
to engage learners in understanding algebraic logic and approaches.  The practice guide 
provides evidence from four studies with adequate methodological quality to base the 
recommendation on.  The rating of minimal evidence is based on the inability to generalize 
Redundant	much????
LOSINSKI
It doesn’t. Thank you for checking
me on gender micro-aggressions,
Willow.	So,	the	first	thing	they	do
is SAY things to tell them what to
do. Next, They ASK themselves
questions. Finally, they CHECK
their work. I put Say, ask, check
On These charts.
Show metacognitive strategy chart.
LOSINSKI (CONT’D)
I also have these cards that’ll
help you study. This big chart so
you can See what to do. And now
I’m going to go through the whole
process once.Then, we will read it
as a group. Finally, I’ll call on
each of you to read it.
Perform the explanations as described by Losinski.
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the	findings	to	larger	populations	due	to	small	sample	sizes,	and	one	of	the	studies	finding	
negative outcomes when compared to the strategy in recommendation 2.  Essentially, that it 
is better than normal activities, but not as great as teaching students to utilize the structure of 
equations.  Obviously, utilizing all three recommendations in conjunction would be preferable.
 Within this recommendation, teachers should have students discuss solved problems 










Discuss Solved Problems and Their Structure.  The following are questions to facilitate 

















(Star, et al., 2015, p. 6).
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Pick Problems That Reflect the Lesson Goal.  The IES practice guide suggests using 
problems that mirror the goal of the current lesson.  
•	Select	problems	with	varying	levels	of	difficulty	and	arrange	them	from	
simplest
to most complex applications of the same concept.
• Display the multiple examples simultaneously to encourage students to 
recognize 
problems.
• Alternatively, show the problems individually, one after the other, to facilitate 
more detailed discussion on each problem  (Star, et al., 2015, p. 6).
The following is a description of introducing and discussing incorrect and correct problem 
solving:
Correct solved problem:  x^2-4x-45 = (x-9)(x+5)
Incorrect #1:  Student did not factor correctly:  x^2-4x-45 = (x - 40)(x + 5)
Incorrect #2:  Student did not factor correctly:  x^2-4x-45 = (x + 9)(x - 5)
Questions to lead discussion.  
1.	How	can	you	show	that	the	answers	from	students	B	and	C	are	incorrect?




4. What strategy would you use to factor this expression and why did you choose
that	strategy?		(Star,	et	al.,	2015,	p.	10).		
Common issues and solutions (adapted from Star, et al., 2015).
 Issue 1.  I already use solved problems, but students aren’t engaged. 





 Suggestion. Curriculum materials and textbooks often have these. You could 
also use student work on homework.
 Issue 3. Won’t	incorrect	problems	confuse	them?
 Suggestion. No.  Using correct and incorrect problems will help students 
understand the common errors made when solving problems.
Recommendation #2:  Use the Structure of Equations.  According to the WWC’s practice 
guide (Star, et al., 2015), the structure of the equations refers to the number, type, and position 
of quantities, including variables, operations, existence of equality or inequality, and simpler 
expressions nested inside more complex ones.  For example, the structure of the following three 




The underlying structure is 5 times an unknown number (x) or (x+1) or (3x-22), plus 19 
equals 59.  In their review of this process, the WWC reviewers once again found minimal 
evidence for the strategy, with four studies meeting standards without reservations and two 
met	standards	with	reservations.		Once	again,	though,	the	finding	of	minimal	evidence	should	
be viewed in light of the fact that this is not suggesting it does not work, only that there arent 
enough quality studies out there to allow us to generalize to a larger population. 
 One of the more common ineffective practices for teachers and parents alike is the use 
of	imprecise	language.		Indeed,	providing	effective	commands	(defined	as	explicit	and	specific	
commands) is an evidence-based practice for improving student compliance (Losinski, 
Sanders, Katsiyannis, & Wiseman, in press).  For example, Mr. Zeller saying, “everyone get 
your materials out”, is not considered an effective command.  In this case, he should say, 
“students,	please	place	your	math	textbook	and	a	pencil	on	your	desk”.		The	specificity	of	the	
command reduces any chance of miscommunication.  The same is true for providing precise 
language in mathematics instruction.  The following describes the use of precise language.
 
Imprecise vs. precise mathematical language (from Star, et al., 2015, p. 18).
Imprecise language    Precise mathematical language 
Take out the x.     Factor x from the expression. 
      Divide both sides of the equation by x, with a  
      caution about the possibility of dividing by 0. 
Move the 5 over.     Subtract 5 from both sides of the equation. 
Use the rainbow method.    Use the distributive property. 
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Use FOIL.      
Solve an expression.    Solve an equation.   
      Rewrite an expression. 
A is apples.      Let a represent the number of apples. 
      Let a represent the cost of the apples in dollars. 
      Let a represent the weight of the apples in pounds. 
Plug in the 2.     Substitute 2 for x. 
To	simplify,	flip	it	and	multiply.		 	 To	simplify,	multiply	both	sides	by	the	reciprocal.	
To divide a fraction, invert and multiply.  To divide fractions, multiply by the reciprocal. 
Do the opposite to each side.   Use inverse operations. 
      Add the opposite to each side. 
The numbers cancel out.    The numbers add to zero. 
      The numbers divide to one. 
Plug it into the expression.    Evaluate the expression.








• What are the relationships between the quantities in this expression or 
equation?
• How will the placement of the quantities and the operations impact what I do 
first?	(Star,	et	al.,	2015,	p.	20)
 Using diagrams to denote the underlying structure.  The following is an example 
of using a diagram to identify the structure of a problem.  Students are asked to compare 
each.
 Question:  Compare a diagram and an equation to represent Timmy’s total online 
gaming	costs	per	month	if	Timmy	has	a	fixed/starting	cost	(f)	of	$50	plus	a	game	cost	(g)	




Equation (where n = the number of games used).  
T = f + ng
T = 50 + 5(4.50)
T = $72.50
 Common issues and solutions (adapted from Star, et al., 2015).
 Issue 1.  Teachers enjoy simplifying language, and students like it.
 Suggestion.  Imprecise language may cloud student understanding during 
standardized assessments.   Precise language should not be treated as more 
complicated, but more mathematically accurate.  Precise language promotes the 
use of common language across contexts.
 Issue 2. Students rush through problems.
 Suggestion. This could be due to two problems:  First, problems may be too 
easy, and students can motor through them without much thought. If this is the 
case, offer problems that are similar but look different. Second, students may be 
using	strategies	they	know	well,	by	may	not	be	correct.	Assign	students	reflexive	
questions to develop understanding and use of varied 
strategies. 
 Issue 3. Students don’t use the diagrams 
 Suggestion. Some students will get to the answer without them, however 
using diagrams can bring the underlying structure to light. Thus, teachers should 
encourage the use of diagrams to help students learn the structure.
 Recommendation #3:  Intentionally Choose Specific Strategies.  The WWC practice 
guide (Star, et al., 2015) suggests teaching students a variety of strategies, though it doesn’t 
stress	that	students	need	to	be	fluent	in	all	of	them.		Six	studies	met	WWC	group	design	
standards without reservations. Four of the six showed positive effects of teaching alternative 
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strategies	and	two	found	negative	or	mixed	effects.		This	resulted	in	the	classification	of	this	
strategy as one with moderate evidence.  Within this domain, it is recommended that teachers 
instruct	students	to	recognize	and	choose	strategies	to	solve	specific	problems.		According	to	
the Star and colleagues, 
Provide students with examples that illustrate the use of multiple algebraic 
strategies.  Include standard strategies that students commonly use, as well 
as alternative strategies that may be less obvious. Students can observe that 
strategies	vary	in	their	effectiveness	and	efficiency	for	solving	a	problem	(Star,	
et al., 2015, p. 27).  
The following is an example of using different strategies to solve problems.
Conventional method     Alternative method 
Question 3a + 9b – 7a + 2b – 8a (if a = 6 and b = 8)
3a + 9b – 7a + 2b – 8a    3a + 9b – 7a + 2b – 8a 
3(6) + 9(8) – 7(6) + 2(8) – 8(6)   –12a + 11b 
18 + 72 – 42 + 16 - 48    –12(6) + 11(8) 
16       -72 + 88
       16
Levi’s restaurant bill, including tax, but before tip, was $23.00. If he wanted to leave a 12.5% 
tip, how much money should he leave in total? 
23.00 * 1.125 = x      10% of $23.00 is $2.30, and one
x = $25.86      quarter of $2.30 is $0.56, which totals   
       $2.86, so the total bill with tip would be   
       $23.00 + $2.86 or $25.86. 
Solve for x: 5(x + 1) = 25
5x + 5 = 25      X + 1 = 5
5x = 20      X = 4
x = 4  
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   Solve for x:  8(x – 5) = 2(x – 5) + 12  
8x – 40 = 2x – 10 + 12    8(x – 5) = 2(x - 5) + 12
8x – 40 = 2x + 2     6(x – 5) = 12
6x – 40 = 2      x - 5 = 2
6x = 42      x = 7
x = 7
 
Solve for x: 3(x – 5) + 3x + 12 = 2(4x + 1) + 3x + 10
3x – 15 + 3x + 12 = 8x + 2 + 3x + 10  3(x – 5) + 3x + 12 = 2(4x + 1) + 3x + 10
6x – 3 = 11x + 12     3(x – 5) + 3x + 2 = 2(4x +1) + 3x
-5x = 15      3x – 15 + 3x + 2 = 8x + 2 + 3x
x = -3       6x – 13 = 11x + 2
       -5x = 15
       x = -3
Common issues and solutions (adapted from Star, et al., 2015).
 Issue 1. Whenever I teach multiple strategies, kids get confused.
 Suggestion. You’re right, it gets confusing.  Start with one until they have 
mastered it, then present a second to show a different way of solving the problem.  
Let them practice with it, then they will be able to choose the one they feel more 
comfortable with.
 Issue 2. Our	textbook	only	covers	one	strategy,	what	am	I	supposed	to	do?
 Suggestion. Professional	development?		Google?		What	Works	Clearinghouse?		
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